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New restaurant opens in BG
Squeaker's, a new
cafe featuring
vegetarian and
vegan food adds a
BG location.

Date
rape
drugs
on rise

THE BG NEWS

A new dining option is available
in downtown Bowling Green.
Squeaker's, a vegetarian cafe and
health food store, is located on
Main Street between the Clazel
and Pisanello's.
"I have to give credit to Heather
Andrie. She came up with the idea
of having a completely vegetarian
restaurant," said owner Jay
Kershner. "She also came up with
the idea of naming it Squeaker's
after our guinea pig who is a strict
vegetarian."
Efforts have been made to
make certain that the menu at
Squeaker's is as vegan as possible.
Vegan means that the food contains no animal products and no
animal products were used in its
production This includes eggs,
milk, and even honey for strict
vegans. There are a few items on
the menu that are vegetarian but
not vegan. All of these items have
been labeled, according to
Kershner. Organic ingredients
have been used.whenever possible
The same is true of the foods
and other items for sale in the
retail portion of the business.
Small tags identify all items that
contain any animal products,
such as eggs, milk, or honey. The
tags are white right now, but
Kershner intends to replace them
with more brightly colored tags in
the future.
"V\fe chose to open in Bowling
Green because of the overwhelming response we have had. V\fe
opened in Findlay a year and a
half ago, and after people's

ByWiESandtrs
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SQUEAKERS, PAGE 2 JUST LOOKING: Bowling Green resident Kristy Wolff browses the area's newest vegetarian and health food store.

Unclear energy rules
cause update delays
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — Energy
companies big and small in Ohio
say they are putting off needed
updates at power plants because
of confusion over a decades-old
federal regulation on air pollution.
"There needs to be certainty
on what a company can do

"The effects are
different from
person to person.
It isn't related to
body mass either."
SHAWN MILLER. CAMPUS
POLICE OFFICER

By David W. Stone

ByMafaRulon

VOLUMES! ISSUES

when something breaks at a
plant or what it can do to keep
something from breaking" said
Pat Hemlepp, spokesman for
Columbus,
Ohio-based
American Electric Power.
At issue is the U.S.
Environmental
Protection
Agency's new source review program, which was added to the
Clean Air Act in 1977 to mini-

the Associated Press

MORE POWER: Dan Preising, Orrville director of utilities, stands
outside the Orrville Municipal Power Plant, Feb. 18. Preising is in
charge of balancing the needed updates for Orrville's Power plant
and following federal regulations.

mize air pollution from new factories, power plants and refineries by requiring all new facilities
to install pollution control technology.
Older plants undergoing routine maintenance are exempted,
but the program requires updated pollution controls to be
installed when those plants
make modifications that significantly increase emissions.
The industry and the EPA disagree over what is routine maintenance and what constitutes a
major modification. Last spring,
the Bush administration began
re-evaluating the program. A
decision on how the program
should operate is expected soon.
Dan Preising, director of utilities for the city of Orrville, which
is about 20 miles south of Akron,
said he and others are waiting to
replace worn-out equipment or
update parts until a decision is
released.
"It's really difficult to decide
whether to go ahead with any
changes when you are concerned about new source
review," he said. "For us being a
small community, if we trigger
that we'd have to spend a lot
more money."
Preising said the replacement
of equipment that grinds coal
before it goes to the boiler at the
65,000 kilowatt Orrville plant
would allow It to generate more
electricity using less coal, which
would mean fewer emissions..

"If we sit and do nothing, then the problem will continue to grow. If we make a
fuss as a unified body, we may be able to
get something done"
JOHN BRAGG, USG PRESIDENT

USG listens to
funding issues
lasonMalone
THE BG NEWS

A common theme was reiterated
at
last
night
Undergraduate
Student
Government meeting. Tuition
increases along with a lack of
concern among legislators had
made for an unstable situation
for higher education funding in
Ohio.
In an effort to make students
more aware, Larry Weis, the
associate vice president for
University Relations and
Governmental
Affairs,
addressed the USG crowd.
"My role for the University is
to deal with many of the issues
that affect you," Weis said. "Yet,
on the Governmental Affairs
side, my role is as a lobbyist 1
make trips to Washington and
Columbus, and lobby on behalf
of the University."
Weis noted some of his
recent successes. "We have
been have been able to increase
the money given to students in
Pell Grants," he said.
He also noted the attempts
on a concealed weapons bill.
"We are neither supporting nor
disagreeing with the bill," Weis

said, "but we would like college
campuses exempt as one of the
places people could carry concealed weapons."
Yet the state of higher education in Ohio was on the minds
of most in attendance last
evening. With assorted facts
and figures, Weis laid out the
current situation.
"The current college participation rate in Ohio is not good,"
Weis said. Noting recent census
figures, Weis said, "To equal the
national average of college participation, 450,000 people
would have to get college
degrees right now."
VVfeis used facts from a recent
study by the Research
Associates of Washington,
known as the Halstead data, to
gauge the current level of support by the state According to
the Halstead figures, Ohio had
the 10th highest net tuition in
the nation. The Halstead figures
ranks Ohio as 40th in the nation
in terms of state and local tax
support per the higher education student According to the
report, the national average of
USS.PAGE2

There is a growing concern
on campuses across the country due to the presence of
predator drugs, or date rape
drugs. Much like the Quaaludes
of the 60s and 70s, these "love
drugs" are being abused, and
oftentimes sexual predators
will use them on innocent
women to rape them.
Though there have been
cases of these drugs being used
on men, the majority of the
cases that involve these drugs
involve them being used on
women.
There has been such an
increase of the use of these
drugs that the campus police
have put many crime alerts
about them all over campus,
from kiosks to dorm walls.
The names of these drugs
vary with geological location
but the medical names are
Gamma Hydroxyl Butyrate
(GHB),
Ketamine
Hydrochloride (Special K), and
Rohypnol (Roofies).
Though all of these drugs differ from the effect they have on
a person, they have many similarities. All drugs come in pill
form and can be dissolved into
a liquid form, which can then
be slipped into an unattended
drink.
The drugs take effect 10 to 15
minutes after ingestion, said
Traci Jadlos, Youth Coordinator
for
the
Lucas
County
Community
Prevention
Partnership,
Another similarity is that the
effects of these drugs last three
to six hours and anywhere
between eight to 24 hours if
mixed with heavy doses of alcohol. Heavier doses have been
known to cause the victim to
enter a deep coma and in some
cases death.
Detection is virtually impossible after 12 hours of ingestion.
Also, all of these drugs have an
amnesia-like effect along with a
total loss of inhibitions.
Jadlos said "GHB is what is
commonly found around here,"
as opposed to the other date
rape drugs, and it is showing up
more and more in northwest
Ohio
But there are some people
who take GHB on a voluntary
basis.
"Body builders are using it
because they believe it builds
up muscle tone and ravers
apparently use it" said Shawn
Miller, campus police officer
and alcohol control officer.
GHB is most often found in a
clear liquid form, though it can
be taken orally in pill form,
smoked or sniffed if crushed
into a powder form. In liquid
form GHB is at its most dangerous because it is easier for
someone to pour in a drink
without being noticed.
In most cases of GHB ingestion, it takes place at a bar or a
party when a person leaves the
vidnity of their drink.
Miller and Jadlos said it is
important for people to be
aware of the drug so they can
DRUBS. PAGE 2
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Predator drugs are cause for concern on campus
DRUGS. FROM PAGE 1

decrease the chances of being a
victim of it
GHB is often carried in an eyedropper or a film canister, Jadlos
said. She also said that it has a
salty taste, is odorless and foams
up when shaken.
"The effects are different from
person to person," Miller said. "It
isn't related to body mass either
and it reacts differently for each
person."
Though the drug has danger-

ous results, it can be purchased
over the Internet, axording to
ladlos.
"Even though Internet companies are not allowed to sell both
chemicals needed to make the
drug from the same site, individuals are able to buy each drug
from two separate Internet sites,"
she said.
Miller said that a liquid cap of
GHB would usually cost S15 and
$ 100 for a gram in powder form.
Some of the symptoms of the
drug include racing pulse, soar-

ing blood pressure, profuse
sweating, anxiety, hallucinations,
seizures and prolonged sleeplessness.
The big problem with GHB is
that GHB testing at hospitals is
expensive and it is not performed unless there is a suspicion when the person comes in
that they might have had their
drink drugged," Miller said.
Miller said that city police have
taken reports from people who
thought they had been a victim,
but does not know how many

were confirmed
Those individuals who think
they have been drugged with
GHB are encouraged to be taken
to emergency room for testing.
Since the drug has an amnesialike effect it is hard to find the
suspect who performed the
drugging.
While it is hard to find the
guilty party in GHB related drugging, there are things people can
do to decrease their chances of
being a victim.
Perhaps the best way to pre-

New shop
caters to
BG vegans

vent being drugged with GHB is
for people to keep an eye on their
drink and have it with them at all
times.
In addition, ladlos said to
refuse to drink anything out of a
punch bowl at a party. Also, one
should monitor the behavior of
friends who seem more intoxicated than the amount of alcohol
would normally warrant People
should never accept a drink from
someone they do not know and
trust

SQUEAKERS. FROM PAGE I

reactions we decided that
Bowling Green should be the
next place for us to open," said
Kershner. "I have to give credit
to the city of Bowling Green for
giving us a very tow-interest
loan to start up."
"What we are trying to do is
to make vegan foods available
to a mass market" said
Kershner. "We have meat and
cheese substitutes, which can
help a person who may want to
try a vegetarian life style"
In addition to the main cafe
area, which seats approximately 50, there is also a small room
that can be used for studying or
meetings of 14 or less. There is
also the retail section and a
game room. The game room is
located upstairs and is not yet
complete.
Squeaker's is open seven
days a week from 9 am. to 9
p.m.

U. official talks about lobbying and funding
USG. FROM PAGE 1

state support to higher education is $7.67 to every $1,000 of
personal income. The study
reported that Ohio only had
about $6.95 to every $1,000.
Wcis also used a piece written
by University President Sidney
Ribeau and the President of

Miami University, lames C.
Garland. The piece, entitled
"Tuition Caps Do Not Make
College Affordable" painted a
scenario on how putting caps on
tuition would "equalize tuitions"
and "force all universities to
march to the same drumbeat"
What also concerned Weis was
the lack of concern of many legislators in the area. Weis told a

story about his conversation
with one such official.
"I was really amazed that he
said this," Weis said, "He came to
me and said, 'When I go back to
my constituents, I will hear a lot
of grief about K-12 legislation.
When I go to my constituents
about higher education, I hear
nothing."
Finally, Weis made a request

USG: "We need to get to our legislators and our elected officials.
We need to tell them that this will
not stand."
USG is taking measures to
answer Weiss request USG is
planning to make its way down
to Columbus, in an effort to
lobby legislators to remedy the
problem afflicting Ohio higher
education.

"I think this is real important,"
said USG President John Bragg.
"If we sit and do nothing, then
the problem will continue to
grow. If we make a fuss as a unified body, we may be able to get
something done."
The trip to Columbus is
planned for April 16 and is
opened to all University students.
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Spacious 2 Bedroom Townhouse
Furnished
Deck, dish wasne
2 car garages"
Spiral staircase

Slorage/study room

$23U„2§/mo per person f(
4 occupants
plus utilities
Call Jan 352-

Ashdon Apts.
836 Scott Hamilton

Modern Brick Duplex with
private entrances
• 2 blocks from th€ center of campus
■ Ccilinq fans throuqhout
• Larqc kitchens

$200 per person tor 3 occupants

or

AMERICAN

ism

$275/ person for 2 occupants
CallJan 352-11 OH

OHIO DIVISION. INC

MAC </ TOURNAMENT

The Flocfr is Coming
GET

INVOLVED!

Want to Plan
Homecoming
Thursday February 28fh

2002 MiNS MAC
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BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT
GUMO ARMA- CL£I/£LAND
THURSDAY, MARCH ?

■BBHni

Departs 10AM, Same Day Return
Includes a 2-game ticket,
Round-Trip Transportation,
& 1/2 Day Free Time in

Bursar or Cash with
valid BGSU ID

I
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2002?
The 2002 Homecoming Steering |
ICommittee is looking for committee
[members to participate on any of
|the following committees:
•Publicity
-Spirit Points
•Royalty
-Pep Rally
•Kick-Off Event
-Merchandise

If interested come to an
Info Meeting

TONIGHT
121 Olscamp
9:15pm

2&K&

Sign up NOW!
Space is Limited!
?'s call 2-2486

I Questions or unable to attend, Contact Celeste j
Pelzer cpelzer@bgnet.bgsu.edu

HOMECOMING 2002
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LIBRARY HOLDS DISCUSSION ON FAMILY
The University Libraries and Learning Resources
Multicultural Affairs Committee is holding a panel discussion, "Millennium Demographics: Being Other
'Non-Traditional Families." The program will discuss
the similarities between the traditional and non-traditional family. It will be held March 6 in the Jerome
1 jbrary Pallister Conference Room.

CAMPUS
BG NEWS

TWIST OF NOTHING

CAMPUS

B«nS«iij«rBGNew

PERFORMING: Local band Twist of Nothing played Friday night at Commons, headed by lead singer
Chad Jones.

Did you know...
-45^
Trie ,ife

BRIEFING

BGSU Foundation
Inc. offers training

Wellness Library
needs donations

The BGSU Foundation Inc.,
along with the OfTice of
Development, invites fund
administrators to a seminar
on "Understanding
Foundation Accounts and
Development 101 for Faculty
and Staff." Two sessions will be
offered—today from 10-11:30
a.m. and Wednesday, March 6,
from 3:30-5 p.m. on the first
floor of Mileti Alumni Center.
Judy Hagemann, budget
management analyst, and
JohnT.CuckJer.BGSU
Foundation Inc. controller,
will present a general overview
of the Foundation and an
explanation of realized gains,
administrative fees, endowed
earnings, spendable income,
awards distribution, expenses
and how to transfer in/out of
accounts.
Marcia Sloan Latta, associate vice president of University
Advancement and director of
development, will discuss
funding opportunities for projects in departments or colleges and how development
staff can be of assistance.
Light refreshments will be
served so please arrive early.
Please RSVP to the office of
development at 2-2424. For
additional information do not
hesitate to contact John
Cucklcr in the Foundation at
2-2551. We look forward to
working with each fund
administrator.

The Wellness Committee
(Laura Straley, Chris Haar,
Lynn Darby, Paul Cesarini,
Carol Lininger, Deb Magrum
and Linda Dobb) is eager to
build a library of wellness
materials that all employees
can use. If, like all of us, you
have purchased various items
(videos, books, or audio tapes)
in an attempt to stay healthy
and you are no longer using
them, we would love to have
you donate them to this
project.
Please send donations to
Laura Straley in the Office of
Finance and Administration in
the McFall Center. Items will
be available through the Mary
Watt Center in Eppler. Possible
donations could be VHS tapes,
audio tapes/CDs and books
pertaining to exercise or wellness issues.

A&S faculty series
features Neckers

Douglas C. Neckers, executive director of the Center for
Photochemical Sciences, will
discuss the work of contemporary photoscientists and
their impact on technology
and society in an upcoming
lecture titled "Et Lux Perpetua
I u. iMI Eis: Let Light
Perpetually Shine upon
Them."
His lecture will begin at 4
p.m. today, in the McFall
Assembly Room. A reception

in honor of Neckers will follow
his talk, which is open to the
public.
Among the areas he will
examine are the use of laserinitiated photochemical
processes to convert graphics
such as CT and MRI scans into
three-dimensional objects,
and the importance of polymers to applications such as
digital printing.
A science educator and
active research chemist for
over 30 years, Neckers, who
holds the title of McMaster
Distinguished Professor of
Chemistry, will also reflect on
the relationship between his
research and his preparation
of undergraduate and graduate students for careers in the
physical sciences. His is the
second presentation in the
Arts & Sciences Distinguished
Faculty Leture Series.

Corrections
Information in yesterday's
cutline under the photo of the
two unmasked Falcons was
incorrect. Janay Joyce is a
member of Alpha Phi, not Phi
Mu. It was also stated that the
two Falcons were members of
SIC-SIC but neither is a member of the six-member group.
Also, yesterday's story about
Newlove Rentals mistakenly
called the agency lohn
Newlove Realty. The two are
separate companies. In addition, Senior Stever Merker
lives in a house owned by lohn
Newlove Realty not Newlove
Rentals.
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See us at the Summer Job Fair

-800-582-3577 Call Today!
HE

en you absolutely, positively want a better wage
New & Improved Benefits:
• Raises every 90 days
for the 1st year!
• New & Improved
Tuition Assistance!
• Medical and Dental
Benefits!
• Full-Time Package
Handler Opportunities!
• Paid Vacations!

5 Shifts to
Choose From
♦ Might (Midnight to 5:OOam)
Mon-Fri
$10.00/hr
♦ Sunrise (3:OOam to 8:OOam)
Tues-Sat
$10.00/hr
♦ Day (2:00pm to 7:00pm)
Mon-Fri
$8.50/hr
♦ Twilight (7:00pm to 11:30pm)
Mon-Fri
$8.50/hr
♦ Preload (3:00am to 8:00am)
Mon-Fri
$10.00/hr

Offers
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

3-5 Hrs., 5 Days A Week
Tuition Assistance
Weekly Pay
No Union Dues
Starting at $8.50-$ 10.00
Raise After Every 90 Days

FedEx

Ground

650 S. Reynolds Road
Toledo, OH 43615
(1 mile north of Airport Hwy.)
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QUOTEi.vgion:
"In my own judgement, condoms are a way
to prevent infection and, therefore, I not
only support their use, I encourage their use
among people who are sexually active."
COLIN POWELL, secretary of state, in an MTV interview responding to a question about the Roman Catholic Church's stance on
condom use.

OPINION

Olympics sell out to pro athletes
With the initial idea of
the Olympic games
being devoted to athletes and the games themselves,
have we destroyed those ideals
for monetary profit?
It seems like International
Olympic Commiiiee decided to
let NHL players play so it can fill
more seats.
We helieve that the IOC should
not have professional athletes in
competition. It should be full of
amateurs fighting for golden
glory in the hopes of getting a

YOU DECIDE
Should professionals athletes be allowed to participate in the Olympics?
tio to www.bgncws.com/opinion
to tespond. Results will be
updated frequently.

chance to play professionally.
Being reminded of the 1980
Miracle on Ice where a bunch of
U.S. college kids beat the Soviet
Union, how great was that
accomplishment?

Going into that tournament,
the U.S. team was not picked to
do as well because the Soviet
team was nearly comprised with
professional skilled players.
Now the Olympic ice hockey
tournament is cluttered with
NHL players. This almost predetermined the medals, as the
Canadians were the most talented team, the Americans second
and the Russians third.
The fourth place team, Belarus,
was by no means supposed to be
there. The Belarussians brought

back dreams of those U.S. college
students.
Belarus defeated the best team
in round robin play, Sweden.
Sweden was nearly full of NHL
players, but Belarus, with only
one defeated them 4-3.
The underdog team defeated
the mighty favorite just like the
Miracle on Ice.
Who wants to see the U.S. basketball team dunk on a little
Spanish team on the way to a 50point victory?
Who heard of Mike Eruaone

before he scored that winning
goal against the Soviets, or former
Falcon Ken Morrow who went on
to win a Stanley Cup later that
year?
The Olympics gives us new
athletes to root for as they come
out of obscurity for a chance at
glory. These professional players
already have the fame. Why not
give it to the players who really
earn the chance to play and are
not just given a bid to play?
Instead the IOC detracts from
the spirit of the games and

changes its original meaning just
to make sure it is going to sell tickets to the Olympics events.
The IOC also doesn't make the
participants cover the brand
names of the equipment that
they use, giving Nike free advertising because the company paid
the IOC to be the only provider of
the Olympics hockey jerseys.
What the IOC seems to care
about is not who wins the most
medals but how many money
will be made.

PEOPLE A wind-driven
ON THE STREET journey through
different worlds
Do you think they
should let
professionals play in
the Olympics?

UNLICENSED
HUMORIST
Matt Sussman

KATIE GRAY
SENIOR

"/ think they should,
honestly."

Protestors should be realistic
GUEST COLUMN
Sieve Chudy
1 am writing in response to the
two letters (opinions by Daniel
Boudreau and Matthew
Reynolds) in Monday's edition of
The BG News concerning the
topic of "peace" protestors. First
off, I do believe in the freedom of
speech and opinion — so I am
not attacking the right of these
people to protest their beliefs.
However, just as Mr. Kelbley stated in last weeks' article, it's next to
near impossible to change reality
by standing around holding up
signs for a half hour a day. (This
deals directly with those protesting against the current situation
in Afghanistan, not other issues
such as the Disney topic) I also
agree that most of these people
do it simply for the attention,
rather than their "beliefs."
First 1 will respond to Mr.
Reynolds'column. The apparent
reason people protest is to bring
about change. You imply that
simply because a letter was written in opposition to these protestors — that they must be having
an effect on campus and thus,
should be viewed as successful.
Wrong. It appears that peace
protestors spend more time
responding to anti-protestors
rather than dealing with their
beliefs at hand and bringing
about change. Therefore, upholding Mr. Kelbleys views mat more
than anything, they are just getting attention out of the whole
ordeal, rather than accomplishing anything. I wouldn't consider
that being successful.
Secondly, I don't even know
how to respond to Mr.
Reynolds'quote that"... the fact

that the war in Afghanistan is
about money not terrorism." Are
you serious? The war on tenorism in Afghanistan is just that —
a war on terrorism. If the tragic
events of Sept. 11 would never
have occurred, would military
action be taking place right now?
No It's amazing that these people
protest peace against individuals
who attacked the heart and soul
of the United States of America.
Now I already know that one
of you peace lovers is going to
respond to that by saying something along the lines of, "we just
feel there are other means to
accomplish our goals rather than
using military action." If that's
true, then name one of these
other means More than likely
you will cover the topic of our foreign policy and how it should be
changed. US foreign policy is
there for a reason — to help citizens of countries overseas. Sure, it
may, unfortunately, harm a cerlain number of individuals—but
nowhere near the number that
would be harmed if that foreign
policy wasn't in place.
In response to Mr. Boudreau's
article where he references back
to more than 120 years ago as
proof that protesting actually can
work. First off, those references
were in the 18th and 19th century
— we currently live in a totally
different era. Our views today
aren't necessarily going to reflect
the views from back then. Name
a time in recent history where
protestors actually brought about
change? Kinda tough huh?
Perhaps they had a slight influence on pulling our troops out of
Vietnam — but the protestors
back then greatly outnumber the
protestors for today's war.
Mr. Reynolds and Mr.

Boudreau both imply that Mr.
Kelbley is ignorant and uneducated. I'm sure everyone would
love world peace — I know I
would and I'm sure Mr. Kelbley
would love that too. However, I
choose to view the situation the
exact same way as Mr. Kelbley
does realistically. Being realistic
does not make someone ignorant
and uneducated. War is always
going to be here. It may not
always be right, but it will always
be here. If you don't view hijacking four jetliners and crashing
them into highly populated land
marks around the US as reason
for retaliation then I don't know
what to tell ya Personally, I'd classify that as uneducated and ignorant.
I do agree, protesting can work
in certain cases, depending on
the issue and how the protestors
choose to deal with the topic
However, the war in Afghanistan
is not one of those cases. If someone chooses to protest, it'd be
nice to see them protest on a realistic level rather than trying to
envision some Utopian society. If
you are protesting world peace,
then more than likely you are just
doing it for the attention and so
people will look at you as someone with a good heart WfeU then
good for you, but you're not
accomplishing anything. I know
there are going to be individuals
who disagree with my views, but
if you are one of those peace protestors who envisions that perfect
Utopia and you choose to
respond to my letter—can you
please include directions to fantasy land — because I think
myself and the majority of the
rest of the population who have
accepted reality would love to
know how to get there.

Submission policy
Do you agree with all of this? V\e
doubt it Write us and let us know
where you stand.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be less

than 500 words (less than two typed,
double-spaced pages). These are usually in response to a current issue on
the BGSU campus or Bowling Green
area
GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces

between 600 and 800 words and
canare to be less than 500 words
(less than two typed,double-spaced
psges).Theseare usually in response
to a current issue on the BGSU campus or Bowling Green area.
POLICIES

Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space permits.

Name, phone number and address
should be induded tor verification
purposes.
Personal attacks and anonymous
submissions will not be printed.
Send submission to the Opinion
mailbox at210West Hall or
bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu with the
subject line marked "letter to the editor" or "guest column."

ERICA MAYLE
SOPHOMORE

"They're pretty much
all professionals
anyway."

TODD LUBY
SENIOR

"Only if they have red
hair."

SHELLEY RETHLAKE
JUNIOR

"If they're good
enough, they should
be able to oe in the
Olympics to represent
our nation"

Either I was bom with paint
thinner in my cranium or I'm a
chronic liar.but I am not making this up. I had one of the
most tripped out experiences
of my life this past week, and
although it may not inspire
you, provoke thought, or even
make sense, the fact of the matter is I wrote it down, and
therefore it is fact.
I was walking back from Lot
6 Overflow, which is more or
less a hillbilly's Mecca As I
neared the visitors' center, the
wind staned picking up. A few
stray farm animals were picked
up by the maelstrom and
thrown in my face. Soon
enough the wind took me with
it. And my journey began. The
high gusts whisked me away to
several worlds similar to ours,
but with distinct differences.
For instance, my first trip was
down by the bay where the
watermelons grow. There were
so many things wrong with this
place, 1 felt like I was on the
back page of a Highlights magazine.
I flew over a world run by
women drivers, where cars
come without turn indicators
and stop signs were ignored
five consecutive days out of the
month.
I flew over a college campus
that had parking garages.
Sure, it seems like a good idea,
but with as much open space
as University has, why build up
when you can build outward?
I flew over a campus whose
dorms forbid bcanbag chairs,
yet allow them in the student
union lounges.
I flew over the Kingdom of
Oz during the biblical years,
and the flying monkeys were
stacking Munchkins to build a
Tower of Babel. I also saw

Noah get completely drunk
and start shooting two of every
animal. I flew over Iraq, and
they started shooting at me.
So I quickly left the area
I flew through the Academy
Awards of whiny athletes, hosted by Bill Laimbeer and John
McEnroe. There was a touching
moment in the ceremony
where Ryan Leaf won the
lifetime Achievement Award,
where he thanked "every coach
who waived my overachieving
butt, because without them, I
would not be standing here
today."
I flew inside a Nintendo
Gamecube, where all the characters from Super Smash Bros.
Melee were fast asleep, even
ligglypuff. If there was one
Poke"mon I could put into a
slingshot and launch directly
into oncoming traffic, it would
be that pudgy, useless, sorry
excuse for a cartoon character.
Why hasn't Jerry Falwell condemned this lavender ball of
shame yet?
I flew over the White House
and dropped copies of the
movie "Independence Day" on
it
I flew over a world where
Plexiglas was a common substitute for just about any other
material. My only gripe with
this place was its lack of birds.
I flew over this really cool
place where people went to
bed at 5 am. and got up at 8
am., because daylight savings
occurred seven times every day.
I can't exactly recall every
other place I visited, but all I
know is that I woke up inside a
very large plastic container.
Apparently I went completely
insane from the bone-chilling
wind out in overflow and
exploded into many pieces.
Then, one of those guys who
assembles ships inside of botdes found me and had their
way with me. 1 feel so violated.
But I'll live just as long as
nobody puts the cork back in.
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7 YEAR OLD SHOT IN CAR
DETROIT (AP) — A man fired a rifle at a moving car
yesterday, killing a 7-year-old girl and wounding three
other children and their mother. Police were seeking
two men in the shooting. The gunman opened fire
from another vehicle/The car rested in the front yard of
a home and was being examined by investigators.

www.bgnews.com/nation
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Spacious terminal opens at Detroit Metro
By Jim Irwin
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

The Associated Press
OPENING: Northwest Airlines Chief Executive Officer Richard Anderson, foreground left, and Wayne
County Executive Ed McNamara cut the ribbon as Northwest Airlines president Doug Steenland, rear,
looks on fo officially open the new Edward H. McNamara Terminal at Northwest WorldGateway in
Romulus, Mich., on Sunday.

ROMULUS, Mich. — Opening
day wasn't trouble-free for a new
terminal that replaces a cramped
older facility at
Detroit
Metropolitan Airport, but travelers still appreciated the change.
"It looks like Tomorrowland at
Disneyland!" Carol Solomon of
Dimondale said of Northwest
Airlines' $1.2 billion Midfield
Terminal, which opened Sunday.
She was one of the first passengers to arrive on the nearly milelong Concourse A, which features
a ceiling arching 37 feet overhead.
Concourses in the old Davey
terminal had ceilings as low as 10
feet.
"There's some really nice
details that 1 appreciate as an
architect," Melissa Dittmer said
yesterday. "They definitely spent
extra money to have tiles in and
around the bathrooms, and to
have quality leather, designer
chairs."
Dittmer said she has flown in
and out of Detroit Metro for
years. "The old terminal was an
embarrassment," she said.
Northwest accounts for nearly

80 percent of the passenger traffic
at Detroit Metro, the nation's
sixth-busiest airport. It leases and
occupies almost all of the new
terminal, which replaces one
built 36 years ago when Metro
handled one-tenth as many passengers as it did last year.
Sunday's opening day was

"The old terminal
was an
embarassment."
MELISSA DITTMER,
NORTHWEST PASSENGER

marked by problems.
Concourse As elevated passenger trams were briefly shut down
and evacuated after smoke from
a nearby restaurant triggered a
fire alarm, Northwest spokeswoman Mary Beth Schubert said.
Backups occurred in parts of the
10-story parking garage after
some people mistakenly parked
in traffic lanes.
"We also had two toilets that
weren't working," said Wayne
County Executive Ed McNamara
grumbled.

THE OLYMPICS ARE OVER
SCORE A GOLD MEDAL

A software problem left arriving passengers unable to find
Iheii bags at the luggage claim
area, said Bob Ball, head of
Northwest's ground operations.
Also, an escalator had to be
repaired, and none of the pay
phones worked in the ticketing
area.
Northwest, which is based outside Minneapolis but uses Detroit
as its largest U.S. hub, has been
hurt by the old Davey terminal's
cramped, inconvenient layout as
well as fallout from a 1999 snowstorm that left passengers stuck
in airplanes for up to eight hours.
The terminal's capacity of 30
million annual Northwest and
Airlink commuter service passengers won't be fully tested for
years, in part because the Sept. 11
terrorist attacks cut into the
major airlines' business.
The attacks also prompted
some last-minute security
changes that pushed back the
new terminal's opening date
from late December. The number
of security checkpoints was
expanded from 16 to 21 and will
go up to 23 when an adjoining
hotel opens later this year.
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LEASE AT

NEWI9VE
Rentals
Two Bedroom Apartments
• 315-"' S. Main Street: Wood Deck

London

$318

Amsterdam
Madrid
Los Angeles
New York
Las Vegas

$344 BUDGET HOTELS
$383
far* little"
$278
C^ O
$116
t^ "^
$198
* WIBim!!

Fares ere round-trip from Toledo.
Restrictions may apply. Tax not included.

• 507 E. Merry: Across from Campus.
Free Water & Sewer

332 S. Main
352-5620
www.ncwloverealty.com

HEY

CAMPUS

CUSTOMERS

PLEASE

Service

DON'T TIP

I What does it matter?
The Difference
Service Makes!
Wednesday, February 27
Bo wen-Thompson Student Union
316
6-7 PM
Presenters include: Tim Tegge, Wood
County Director for United Way

OUR DELIVERY DRIVERS WITH

ANYTHING

Community Service February Workshops
Free and open to all, attend one or more
of the sessions!

Beyond the Degree:
Non-Profits and Volunteer Options: |
a panel discussion focusing on career
opportunities

THAT MIGHT IMPAIR

Tuesday, February 12
Bowed-Thompson Student Union 207
7:00 -8:30 PM

THEIR ABILITY
TO COUNT BACK CHANGE.

How-To Basics of
Service

Qut**u£plm.

Wednesday, February 13
Bowen-Thompson Student Union 316
6-7 PM

WE DELIVER

Presenters include:
Julie Blonde. Link Tarn Leader

[ 1616E. WOOSTER AVE.
BOWLING GREEN '

Planning a Service Event
Making it Great!

PH: 352.7200
FX: 352.7203

PwaiWs torn uran nen-protB and wM*«
agencies aocusscaren
ccWns and anam rou wSkKl

For more information, please contact
Pete Lafferty
Office of Campus Involvement
372-2343, pwlaffe@bgnet.bgsu.edu
www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/getinvolved

Wednesday. February 20
Bowen-Tnompson Student Union 316
6-7 PM

WWW.JIMIv1YJ0HNS.COM

Presenters include: Brian Rose, Program
Director of UCF Center for Spiritual
and Community Development

(4T9T372-2343
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Elite schools question
early college admission

Police say missing girl is dead
ByBtnFox
THC

ASSOCIATED PRESS

SAN DIEGO — Investigators
concluded yesierday ihat a 7yeai-old girl who vanished from
her bedroom more than three
weeks ago is dead, and said they
would bring murder charges
against tier neighbor.
"1 must conclude that Danielle
van Dam is no longer living and
was killed by her abductor."
District Attorney Paul Pfingst said.
David Vvfesterfield, 50, who lives
two doors down from the van
Dams, was arrested Friday on suspicion of kidnapping and was
jailed without bail. Authorities
said they found traces of
Danielle's blood in Westerfield's
motor home and on a piece of his
clothing.
That, combined with the fact
that Danielle has not been found
despite extensive publicity, "provides only one reasonable conclusion, and that is Danielle van Dam
is no longer living," Pfingst said.
The district attorney said he will
file murder charges and a socalled special circumstance —
the Associated Press
murder during kidnapping —
that will carry the possibility of the
MISSING: John Wintersteen and his 2-year-old daughter, Lindsey,
death penalty. Pfingst said no
of Poway, Calif., look at display of photographs ot missing 7-yeardecision has been made about
old Danielle van Dam at the Danielle Search Center on Sunday.
whether to seek the death penalty.
Pfingst said there were no other and Damon van Dam, clung to woman Sara Fraunces said.
suspects.
Westerfield, a divorced father of
the hope she might be found
Investigators also confiscated alive.
two grown children, has a 1996
child
pornography
from
Pfingst said he met Saturday in drunken driving conviction but
Wfesterfield's home.
no violent criminal history, police
his office with the parents.
Westerfield's lawyer did not
"It was difficult to bring out the said.
immediately return a call yester- word 'murder,'" he said. "Both
investigators began focusing
day.
on the self-employed engineer
parents were in tears."
Danielle was last seen Feb. 1
The van Dams declined to shortly after the girl's disappearwhen her father put her to bed. speak with reporters after (he ance. He was at the same bar
Police launched an extensive murder charge was announced.
where Brenda van Dam partied
search that stretched from Mexico
"They're maintaining their pri- with friends the night Danielle
to the desert 100 miles east of San vacy but also want to thank any- disappeared. Damon van Dam
Diego. Her disappearance was one involved in the search. stayed home with their daughter
featured on "America's Most They're just continuing to try to and two sons.
Wanted" as her parents, Brenda find Danielle," family spokes-

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

By Ariene Levinson
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

METUCHEN, N.I. —William
Hoffman started his college
search in 10th grade. By the start
of his senior year last fall, he
knew his first choice was
Harvard. The school even sent
him a letter, encouraging him to
apply.
So Hoffman, ranked third academically at Meluchen High
School in northern New lersey,
applied early to Harvard last
October and did the same with
the University of Chicago, as a
fallback. But months later,
Hoffman still doesn't know
where he'll go to college — illustrating just one of the problems
critics find with early admission.
The practice has become a
powerful draw in a market where
colleges covet the best candidates and students pursue a
belief that the better the diploma, the better their future.
But some critics, including
Yale's president, say it can force
teen-agers into premature decisions and gives unfair advantage
to those with money and admissions know-how. It also stretches
the wait for people like Hoffman.
Early admission was first used
in the 1950s by elite colleges, but
the practice spread about a
decade ago. Now more than 400
colleges and universities invite
high school seniors to apply
ahead of the crowd, a College
Board survey found.
Generally, these schools offer
"early decision," which requires
those admitted to withdraw
applications elsewhere, or nonbinding "early action," offered by
both Harvard and Chicago.
Some offer both.

Of 1.2 million applicants for
the freshman class of 2000, about
163,000 sought early admission
— nearly 14 percent, the College
Board found.
Yale President Richard Levin
has called for an end to early
admissions, and has floated the
idea to the school's governing
board and fellow college presidents. (Last fall, 2,118 youngsters
applied under Yale's binding
early decision — a 17 percent
increase from the previous year
— and 550 got in.)
"The pressure admissions has
brought to America's teen-agers
is pretty substantial," Levin said.
Early admission only makes it
worse, he believes.
Ostensibly, early admission
serves people like Hoffman, who
began senior year ready to apply.
But it also helps colleges secure a
chunk of the freshman class and
burnish their image as selective.
"My sense is that the universities and colleges that practice
early admission have focused
mainly on the advantages that
practice brings them," Levin
said. They "haven't listened sufficiently to parents, students,
counselors and principals about
the adverse effects."
Growing rivalry for admission
to places like Yale, which will
enroll some 1,300 freshmen next
fall, compels too many teens to
pick a first choice too soon, levin
said.
For those rejected in the early
round, it prolongs the preoccupation with entry to a good
school, he said. Now those students must wait until March and
April, the peak for regular admissions.
Levin also echoes those who

say early admission favors rich
families that don't need to shop
for the most affordable college,
and gives an edge to kids at
schools with counselors who can
closely oversee applications.
Recent research seems to support another suspicion, which
schools deny: applying early
improves a candidate's odds
Two Harvard professors and a
former Weslcyan University official looked at 14 selective colleges and found that among students with comparable credentials, applying early was equal to
raising their SAT score about 100
points.
But defenders call early
admission efficient. They say
problems occur only when it's
used to fill too many slots.
Dnrimouth College admissions dean Karl Furstenberg
admits no more than a third of
the school's 1,050 freshman by
early decision. "The concept
makes sense if the college operates it responsibly, and thoughtfully," he said.
Harvard accepted 1,174 students under early action this
year, potentially 71 percent of
next fall's 1,650 freshmen. Based
on past patterns, admissions
director Marlyn McGrath Lewis
expects up to 20 percent of those
accepted early will enroll elsewhere.
Hoffman can only hope so.
Last Dec. 15, the teen-ager's email brought unsettling news.
Harvard deferred a decision on
his application until spring. Then
Chicago deferred him, too.
"Academically, I know I could
belong at these schools," he said
in an interview at his school.
What else do they want?"
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WANTED

Brand New
Apartments and Houses

Campus Tour Guides
REPRESENT YOUR UNIVERSITY
BUILD YOUR COMMUNICATION SKILLS

"BS's Finest"
STOP IN OFFICE OF HUSSIONS
HO NKHUI CENTER TO PICK UP Hi APPLICATION
DUE BY TUES. FEBRUARY 26IH AT 5 P.M.

Bentwood Subdivision

For Rent

You Can Afford!
GREENIMAR, INC.
44S EAST WOOSTER ST. • 3S2-0717

...and maybe those
Miami of Ohio chaps
can outdress us...

and maybc.just maybe...
those 'Cats from Ohio U.
can party a little harder
than us...

BIBCIIS

but now is our chance to show them who's boss
when it comes to recycling...
INTRODUCING

KA IK AZ 1*1! XS2 MB* KKT *M

1453,1454,1459,1460 Brookwood Dr.
4 Bedroom, Unfurnished, 2 car garage
Lease 8/15/02-8/12/03
Starting at $1400/mo.

(AND BELIEVE IT OR NOT,
GET PAID TOO!)

mm

Sunday, March 3rd
11am — 2pm

Starting at $450/mo.

JOIN IN THE FUN!

So maybe those Harvard
kids are smarter than us
Falcons...

MAZE CRAZE

524 N. Enterprise St.
Close to campus!
1 Bedroom, Furnished, A/C

gCyClle.J/ilLanna
%c*kM

Recycle Mania 2002 is a competition between four of
the top university recycling programs in the United
States, Harvard U., Miami of Ohio, Ohio U. and 3CSU,
Schodswill compete to see who can collect the
largest amount of recyclables from residence halls,on-campus apartments and dining halls from now
until April 12th, For more information on the competition and up-to-date results, visit the 8GSU Recycling
Homepage at www.bgsu.edu/offices/recyciing or call
us at +19-372-8909.

517 P. BRpn - At Thurstln One Bedroom. 1 Bath. Furnished or
Unfurnished. School Year - Two Person Rate - SS40.00
One Year - Two Person Rale - $450.00
521 E MFBRY- dose lo Oflenhauer. Furnished one bach.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $685.00
One Year - Two Person Rate • $570.00
451-THURSTTN- Across from Offenhaiier. Furnished Efficiencies
with full bath
School Year- One Person Rate- $380.00.
One Year- One Person Rate- $340.00.
505 CLOUCH . Campus Manor. Two Bedroom Furnished. One Bath
Plus Vanity. School Year - Two Person Rale - $650 00
One Year - Two Person Rale - $560.00
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE - One Bedroom Finn, or Unfurn.
School Year - One Person Rate - $420.00
One Year - One Person Rale - $370.00
720 SECOND. One Bedroom Furnished.
School Year - One Person Rale - $420.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $365.00
707. 711. 715. 719. 723. 727 THIRD One Bedroom Unfurnished and Furnished.
School Year - Furnished - One Person - $395.00
One Year - Furnished • One Person - $350.00
402 HIGH - Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath. Furn. or Unfurn.
School Year - Furnished - Two Person - $590.00
One Year - Furnished - Two Person - $475.00
825 THIRD - One Bedroom Furnished. 1 Bath.
School Year • One Person Rale • $450.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $400.00
701 FOURTH - Two Bedroom Furnished 1 Bath Plus Vanity In BR
School Year - Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520.00
849 SIXTH - Two Bedrooms.' 1 Bath. Vanity In Hal).
School Year-Furnished - Two Person Rate - $560.00
One Year-Furnished - Two Person Rate - $470.00
707 SIXTH - Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity In Hall.
School Year Furnished - Two Person Rate - $545.00
One Year - Furnished - Two Person Rate - $460.00
802 SIXTH - Two Bedroom. Dishwasher, 1 Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Furnished -Two Person Rate - $610.00
One Year - Furnished - Two Person Rate - $510.00
840-850 SIXTH - Rock Ledge Manor.
Two Bedrooms. 2 Full Baths. Disliwashers.
School Year - Furnished - Two Person Rate - $640.00
One Year - Furnished - Two Person Rate - $530.00
818 SEVENTH - Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity In Hall.
School Year - Furnished - Two Person Rate - $545.00
One Year - Furnished - Two Person Rate - $450.00
841 EIGHTH -Two Bedroont Furnished or Unfurnished.
School Year-Two Person Rate- $550.00
One Year- Two Person Rate $470.00
72ii.CoJJfgt Cambridge Commons. Two Bedroom Unfurnished,
1 \IZ Baths. Dishwashers School Year - Two Person Rate - $640.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530.00
We hare many other units available. Stop In the Rental
Othce for a complete brochure..

Call JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL. ESTATE, INC.
Rental Office 354-2260
For Your Convenience VYe Are Located
At 319 E. Wooster Street, across from Taco Bell
I I
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VIOLENCE CONTINUES IN ISRAEL
JERUSALEM (AP) — Israel vowed to retaliate after a
day of attacks — including a late-night shooting on a
Jerusalem bus stop — killed five people from both
sides and brought an end to a brief reprieve from
Israeli-Palestinian violence.

WORLD

Italian authorities investigate Zimbabwe pol
charged in
US. Embassy attack plan
assassin plot
By Frances D'Emilio

IHE ASSOCIAUO PRESS

ROME —A hole discovered in
a tunnel adjacent to the U.S.
Embassy in Rome was large
enough to crawl through, and
embassy officials said yesterday
that water pipes leading to the
building were circled on a map
that was seized along with a
cyanide compound in a raid that
led to nine arrests.
However, the suspects, all
Moroccans, have not been cooperating with Italian authorities
who lack hard evidence that an
attack was being planned on the
embassy, the officials said.
"It's too premature," to know
what the aim was, said one
embassy official, on condition of
anonymity. "We just don't know."
The Rome embassy came under
threat one year ago in a thwarted
plot blamed on Osama bin
Laden's al-Qaida network.
Italian news reports have said
investigators
believe
the
Moroccans were involved in a
plot to either pump gas into die
embassy or poison the water
supply.
Today, security experts from
the State Department will
inspect the tunnel that was
marked on the suspects' map of
■Rome's underground Utility Inns
The tunnel runs under Via
Boncompagni, a street flanking
one side of the heavily-guarded
U.S. Embassy complex on the
fashionable Via V'cncto.
After the arrest of the
Moroccans last week, a hole was

IHE ASSOCIATE0 PRESS

The Associated Press

SECURING: Workers open a manhole in front of the U.S. Embassy in Rome yesterday, prior to police
inspections in an underground tunnel near the embassy
found Wednesday in the tunnel,
which contains electric and telephone lines, embassy officials
said.
According to the official,
Italian news reports that the tunnel also held gas lines were incorR'ct. In addition, the water pipes
supplying the embassy are located outside the tunnel and an official said "it would have been very
difficult" to use the tunnel to
reach the water pipes.
Ijnbassy officials said it is not
vet known when the hole was

made. Italian police refused to
comment yesterday about the
tunnel but U.S. diplomats said
underground
inspections
around the embassy have been
taking place daily since the
Moroccans were arrested.
Rome's tunnels are accessible
through manholes. For safety
and security reasons, each end of
the tunnel near the embassy is
sealed off by a three-foot thick
concrete wall.
Embassy officials said yesterday that one of the walls had.

been "cliipped away," to a depth
of about two feet — a large
enough gap to allow someone to
crawl through.
U.S. officials said Italian
authorities were not getting very
far in their efforts to learn more
about why the suspects had the
maps and more than eight
pounds of potassium ferrocyanide in their apartment.
The suspects "have not been
cooperative, and the Italian
police have not learned much,"
an embassy official said.
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Two senior party colleagues
— Secretary-General Welshman
HARARE, Zimbabwe — lust Ncubc and shadow Agriculture
days before the presidential Minister Renson Gasela — also
vote, the main challenger to were charged. Neither Ncube
President Robert Mugabe was nor Gasela had been questioned
charged yesterday with the capi- by police, he said.
Police spokesman Wayne
tal offense of treason for alleged ■
ly plotting to assassinate the Bvudzijena confirmed the treason charges but would give no
Zimbabwe leader.
Morgan Tsvangirai denied the further details. ■
In Washington, a State
allegations and pledged to continue campaigning for the Department spokesman said
March 9-10 elections, the most the charge "falls against a backcontentious since the country drop of a very well-documented
campaign of violence and intimgained independence in 1980.
"This whole thing is contrived idation against the opposition."
"We're aware of no convincing
to damage me politically. The
timing is obvious," Tsvangirai evidence that there's any basis
told reporters. "This was all for these allegations," said the
along ZANU-PF's (the ruling spokesman, Richard Boucher.
party) strategy to eliminate me I le said the allegations appear to
be another example of Mugabe's
from the race."
Mugabe, the southern African "increasingly authoritarian rule"
nation's only leader since win- and his government's "apparent
ning independence from determination to intimidate and
Britain, is fighting for his politi- repress the opposition."
Zimbabwe has been wracked
cal survival as Zimbabwe's economy collapses and political vio- by political violence over the
past two years that human rights
lence rages.
Police questioned Tsvangirai, workers, opposition officials and
president of the Movement for international observers blame
Democratic
Change, mainly on ruling party thugs'
Zimbabwe's main opposition efforts to intimidate opposition
party, for Two hours yesterday. supporters in advance of the
He was charged with treason, election.
Yesterday, South African
released and told he would be
summoned later, he said. observers accused police of failTreason convictions carry the ing to protect opposition supporters from attacks by ruling
death penalty in Zimbabwe.
party activists.
By Anjus Shaw

352-8717
Hours:
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
Sat. 9am-1 pm

GREENBRIAR, INC.
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445 East LUooster St.
(across the street from Dairy Queen)

Looking for something to enhance your marketability?
Consider pursuing the...

Mason's ®U IMb!© M®aMa ®?
Mastes ®H ^(sH®im<s® tin
(tesoaip&&tomaH fttalMn ®®p®®, ©?
For more information contact:
Michael Bisesi, Ph.D.
Director, Northwest Ohio consortium for Public Health
Professor and Chairman of Public Health,
Medical College of Ohio
(419) 38300235 E-Mail: mbisesi@mco.edu
http://www.mco.edu/allh/pubhealth

ujujuj.ujcnet.org/~gbrental
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Come in and receive

$300 off your
Deposit

On Heinz Rpartments
808& 818 North Enterprise or
424 & 451 Frazee Hue
.. .
(Discount taken per unit) ***>■*""'*'
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Serving Our Customers For Over 65 Years

THAYER CHEVROLET TOYOTA
Treats you like family with courteous, professional service.
Parts • Body Sho

Service Excellence Award

Offering quality service
with ASE certified
Technicians ♦ FREE
Shuttle Service,
Dedicated Towing
Service, and Rental
Dept. stocked with
cars and vans.

Recipients of the 2001
Service and Parts
Excellence Award 9 Years
Running!

Genuine GM and
Toyota Parts. Dariy
Deliveries on Special
Orders. Shop our
prices - FREE quotes
given.

306 Industrial Pkwy
(Across from the Coca
Cola Plant)

New State of the art
facility! Over 20,000 sq.
feet. Staffed with
Professional managers
and certified technicians
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1225 N. Main St.

www.ThoyerBG.com
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RMER STAR TURNS HIMSELF INTO POLICE. PAGE 9

BRIEFING
BG Rugby looking
for few good men
The Bowling Green Rugby
team will hold a meeting
tonight at 7 p.m. in the BG
Field House for prospective
players.
The 20-time MAC
Champions are returning to
the National Collegiate
Championships this spring
and are looking for candidates
that will help lead them to a
National Championship.
For more information, contact Coach Roger Mazzarella
at 419-353-1290

Nations
unite
under
banner
ERICA
GAMBACCINI
Sports writer

Tragedy and sport are two
things that bring the country and
the world together.
In September the country
came together and the nation
mourned for the United States
when the World Trade Center
came tumbling down.
Then for 17 days the world
united for the 2002 Winter
Olympics.
It all started on Friday. Feb 8
when an honored guard of the
VS. athletes along with New York
police and firefighters carried the
tattered American flag that flew
at the World Trade Center the day
of the Sept. 11 terrorist attack
into Rice-Eccles Stadium.
From that moment, there was
no question that a nation had
come together as all 78 countries
stood in utter silence and the
only sound to be heard was the
beating blades from the helicopter above.

The Corruption
Once the games began, the
strength of the nation could be
seen as the first few days ran
smoothly.
Then on Monday (Feb. 11) the
world bond began to fall apart as
Canadians lamie Sale and David
Pelletier were robbed of a gold
medal.
Anyone who watched the
event, like I did, could tell that the
Canadians should have won the
gold. It was obvious that they
were better than the Russians;
were the judges blind? No, they
were just corrupt. The sport was
rigged. The Russians had dominated the event for 38 years and
the judges were not about to look
past this.
However, the International
Olympic Committee saw things
under a different light. They saw
things the way it should be.
Athletes should be judged on
there performance and not on
some tradition. The Russians
shouldn't just get the gold medal
because it's tradition. They have
to earn it just like everybody else.
Finally, after nearly a week of
controversy the IOC awarded
Sale and Pelletier their gold
medal Sunday (Feb. 17) still
allowing the Russians to keep
their gold.
After the skating controversy
came the Russian controversy in
which Russian Olympic chief
Leonid Tyagachev threatened to
pull out of the Games and boycott the 2004 Olympics in
Athens. He complained about
the judging in figure skating,
drug testing in cross-country and
refereeing in hockey.
The only reason the Russians
complained about these issues
were because they were the ones
who got hurt in the end. Larissa
Lazutina of Russia was stripped
of her gold medal after testing
positive for a performanceenhancing drug and thrown out
of the Games. Olga Danilova, a
Russian cross-country skier, was
also thrown out of the Games
after testing positive for the same
drug.
In the end the Russians finally
overcame their differences and
stuck it out through the rest of
the Games. Way to go Russia, you
finally grew some marbles!
OLYMPICS, PAGE 9
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BG stays undefeated in MAC
Gymnastics team
improves to 14-1,
5-0 in the MAC after
defeating Western
Michigan.
By Matt Lyons
THE SG DEWS

The Bowling Green Womens
Gymnastics team's 2O02 journey
made a stop in Kalamazoo,
Mich. Sunday for a MidAmerican Conference match-up
with the Broncos of Western
Michigan University.
BG entered the meet 13-1
overall and 4-0 in the MAC,

including an impressive 10-1
road record. Western Michigan
came in 3-7 overall and 1 -4 in the
conference. A BG victory would
put them securely in the drivers
seat as far as rotation placement
in the MAC Championship meet
at Ball State University on March
23.
The Falcons began the meet
on uneven bars, a strength for
the team this season. It was an
event for freshmen. Stephanie
Sams started out with a strong
9.675, the lowest score the squad
would have to count on the
event. And Kari Elste scored the
top score for the squad and for
the bars with 9.875 points. After

one rotation the Falcons led the
Broncos 49.025-47.750.
BG went to vault for the second rotation. Senior Mamy
Oestreng showed an excellent
vault and scored the top score of
the event with 9.775 points.
Sophomore Breanne Metzger
scored the second best vault
score with 9.725 for the team. At
the mid way point BG extended
its lead 97.500-96.275.
The Falcons headed to another strong event for the team in
the third rotation, floor exercise.
Sophomore Melissa Popovich
scored a 9.875 to lead the floor
squad, Mamy Oestreng also
scored a 9.875. That score was

good enough for a three-way tie
for first place on the event with
Christy Sassic of WMU. With
one rotation left the Falcons
were dominating the Broncos
146.450-143.825.
BG entered the fourth and
final rotation on balance beam,
the Achille's heel so far this season. After a fall by the first member of the squad the pressure
was on for the remaining five.
One at a time each gymnast took
their rum on the beam. And
one by one delivered solid scores
until the beam squad had
earned their best beam score of

/Question
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JASON GURAL
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'Crazy loves back-up job
Norman: What drew you to
be a hockey puck?
Crazy: I watched BG's tradition and that was the first thing
that 1 loved. I met some of the
guys on the team and I kind of
saw who followed them along so
1 thought Id try out.
Norman: What type of music
do you listen to pump you up
before a game?
Crazy. Techno then rap, it's
usually a team thing, everyone
listens to something different
But the seniors usually rule what
is played.
Norman:
Do
people
approach
you
differently
because they think you have a
few screws loose?
Crazy: Yeah people definitely
ask me how or what I did to get
the nickname, and they are a little wary about me at first.
Norman: What the hell does
Crazy mean?
Crazy. Austin De Luis made it
up and he won't tell me until the
season is over. Basically everyone on the team knows but me.
A lot has come since then that
kind offitswiththenamebutthe
true meaning I don't know.
Norman: What will you do
for your friends and fans if you
get into the game?
Crazy I'd probably fall over
the boards on my way out ...
Maybe I'd give them my stick.
Norman: Do girls hit on you
for being on the hockey team?
Crazy Not one, they run
away from me because I'm on
the hockey team. I usually make
an ass of myself so they don't
have to hit on me
Norman: What are your

favorite pickup lines (he has so
many)?
Crazy Can I give you a massage? Do you want to go downstairs to use my bathroom, it's
cleaner? Do you want to go
makeout?
Norman: What's your best
asset?
Crazy I'd say my smile!
Norman: Who is the man on
the team?
Crazy I would definitely say
Greg Day. He is so composed; he
would never know how good he
is because he acts like its no big
deal. He's not cocky at all but he
can play great hockey. I have so
much respect for him.
Norman: What do you want
to do before you leave BG and go
back to Cali?
Crazy Play in a game, actually get in. I would love to get in a
game, and it would make my
experience here. That would be
the greatest
Norman: What hockey player offers the best overall package?
Crazy Kip Homer, but looks
can be deceiving.
Norman: Why are hockey
players considered the craziest
of any sport?
Crazy Because half of them
are Canadian. Ha. Hockey players are very intense individuals,
so I guess that's why.
Norman: Does size matter in
hockey?
Crazy No, it's just how good
you move around.
Norman: Does your bottom
get sore from sitting on the
bench?
Crazy I rotate usually, or I will

CRAZY AND THE POST STRADDLER: Senior third-string goalie
Jason Gural has never played in a varsity game.
start to stand up in between the
plays to try to get the blood
going.
Norman: What's your status
for all the ladies wondering how
to get some Crazy?
Crazy Currently taking applications. ...

Crazy is loving life right now
but is desperately seeking long
walks at night, sweet whispers,
and someone to be his boo. He
is ready for the real thing so be
kind ladies, he is fragile.

McQung, Williams lead Falcons
By layro Ramon
THE BG NEKS

The BG women's track team
scored 31 points and the men's
team scored 22 points to finish
eighth and ninth, respectively, in
the MAC Championship which
was hosted by BG at the Ferry
Field House.
Central Michigan won the
women's title with 122 points,
while Eastern Michigan won the
men's tide with 164 points.
As for the women's team,

sophomore Kerri McClung
placed second in the shot put
with a throw of 14.69 meters, and
senior Lori Williams was runnerup in the weight throw with a
toss of 18.36 meters.
In addition, sophomore Alicia
Taylor finished fourth in the 60meter hurdles with a time of 8.73
seconds. Bowling Green also
claimed the fourth spot in the
high jump with junior Bridget
Kozys jump of 1.70 meters Abo
scoring for the falcons was junior

Briana Killian. She finished seventh in the 800 meter run with a
time of 2:17.64.
Furthermore, Bowling Green's
4x400-meter relay team finished
fifth behind strong performances by Kent State, Central
Michigan, Eastern Michigan and
Western Michigan. Bowling
Green's time of 3:48.75 was a new
school record, while Kent State's
winning time of 3:44.75 was a
new MAC record.
As for the men's team, Zerian

I Alabama, U. of 196620
21.S.U. 195.465
3 Kentucky. U. of 194320
4 Kent State Univ 194.120
5 Michigan State 194.045
6 Ohio State Univ. 194.020
7 Auburn Univ. 194.000
8 Bowling Green 193.930
9 Ban State Univ. 193.520
10 Central Michigan 193.435
II Western Michigan 191230
12 Centenary Collegel87.595
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A third string goalie, smile like
Ken and mouth that never stops
... Got any guesses to who it could
be? You may have encountered
this "Crazy" individual. No one
will forget Jason Gural, talking
head of the hockey team. He loves
hockey, so much in fact that he
decided to take a stab at the varsity level after playing with the
club hockey studs.
He is Rudy on ice, but adds a
little Cali-style to his game. My
questions for him entail much
more than his life story. What
pushes a walk-on third-string
goalie, part-time pimp, scary
bouncer, to be who he is. Crazy?

STORMIN' NORMAN

Regional Qualifying Scores

Peterson and Jamal Salahuddin
were the top finishers. Peterson
placed fourth in a tight 400meter race with a time of 48.86
seconds. The top five runners all
finished within one second of
each other. With regard to
Salahuddin, he was fourth in the
shot put with a throw of 17.59
meters. Salahuddin's throw
earned him a provisional qualiTRACK.PAGE9

Bucks go
for piece
of Big Ten
title
By Rusty IMtr
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

COLUMBUS—Tom Izzo
has taken Michigan State
teams to the last three Final
Fours, so he's got a pretty
good handle on what it takes
to survive and succeed in a
big game.
"When it's one-and-done
time, you'd better be mentally and physically tough,
because you don't get any
second chances," Izzo said.
When No. 18 Ohio State
enters tonight's game at
home against Izzo and
Michigan State, the Buckeyes
aren't facing elimination. But
they are facing what could be
a last chance to grab a piece
of the BigTen title.
Ohio State (19-6, 10-4)
shares the conference lead
with Indiana (18-9, 10-4).
The Buckeyes owe a huge
thank you to Michigan State,
which edged the lloosiers
57-54 on Sunday to knock
them back into a tie for the
top spot with the Buckeyes
It's the second time in the
last two weeks that Indiana
has taken a one-game lead
only to lose the next time out
Just last Wednesday, the
lloosiers
handled
the
Buckeyes physically and
mentally to win 63-57 and
take the upper hand in the
conference — for four days.
"When we talked before
our game against Indiana, it
was clear to me with the
remaining games on everybody's schedule, that the
winner of that game was not
going to be out of the woods
and the loser was not going
to be out of the picture,"
Ohio State coach Jim O'Brien
said.
Heading into the final
week of the season, Ohio
State has games at home
against Michigan State (1710,8-6) onTuesdaynightand
at Michigan on Saturday.
Indiana plays at No. 15
Illinois TUesday night then
hosts
Northwestern on
Saturday.
"We have a tough week
this week with Illinois on
Tuesday night and not a lot
of rest in between," Indiana
coach Mike Davis said. "But
it's basketball season and our
guys should be prepared and
ready to play."
Illinois
(9-5)
and
Wisconsin (10-5 In the Big
Ten) aren't out of the title picture yet, either. After the
home game with Indiana,
the Illini play at Minnesota
on Sunday, and the Badgers
close out the regular season
Wednesday night at home
against Michigan.
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Relay team leads
men's track squad
TRACK, FROM PAGE 8

tying distance for the NCAA
national championship meet
The men's team also scored
points in the 800 meter run. Josh
Cook placed sixth with a time of
1:58.75. Additionally, Drew
Downey and Kerry Koontz
placed seventh and eighth in the

pole vault with jumps of 4.75
meters each.
Furthermore, the 4x400-meter
relay and the distance medley
relay scored points for the
Falcons. The 4x400 team finished
fourth with a time of 3:18.13,
while the distance medley team
finished eighth with a time of
10:22.38.

Games more than
about just medals
OLYMPICS, FROM PAGE 8

History in the Making
Amidst the controversy the
United States was marking several pages in the history book.
The Americans won 34
medals, 14 more than the IOC
predicted. What does this have to
say about our country?
I think this says that we have
better athletes than other countries thought we did. It shows that
we will never settle for less and
that we will always put forth our
best effort.
Halfpipe snowboarders Ross
Powers, Danny Kass and J.J.
Thomas proved this as they
swept the sport to give the USA its
first Winter Games sweep since
men's figure skating in 1956.
Seeing three Americans standing on the podium as tears rolled
down their faces while the
National Anthem was being
played and the American flags
raised was a sight for sore eyes.
Then came the inaugural
women's bobsled, which was
won by Americans Jill Bakken
and Vonetta Flowers. Flowers
became the first black athlete to
win the gold in the Winter
Olympics. The medal was also
the USAs first in 46 years in the
sport. The men also triumphed in
bobsledding, winning both silver
and bronze.

American Jim Shea was the
Games' first third-generation
skeleton athlete. He was the second family member to win gold.
The Canadians also set some
record of their own as the men's
hockey team ended its 50-year
wait to win the Olympic gold in
its national sport, beating the
USA 5-2. The women won their
first gold medal in hockey as they
defeated the USA women 3-2.

The Associated Press

SURRENDER: Former NBA star Jayson Williams is accused of shooting and killing Costas Christoli, a hired limousine driver. Reports
said that Williams was playfully twirling the shotgun when it fired and hit Christofi.

Ex-NBA Williams surrenders

Final Thoughts

By Sheila Hotchhin
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Overall the Olympics were a
time when families came together, sat down in front of the television to watch the Games and
cheer on their country.
The Russians finally realized
that it was pointless to pull out
and boycott the 2006 Games and
the Canadians got the respect
they deserved (in hockey and figure skating), while the Americans
set all kinds of records.
In the end, the closing ceremonies pretty much summed up
the Games with all the countries
together singing, cheering and
celebrating. It was a time for
laughter and tears as the torch
was extinguished and the
Olympic flag handed over to the
Italians.
Now, the Russians will have
two years for their scars to heal
and the rest of the world will have
to wait until 2006 to come together again in Athens.

FLEMJNGTON, N.J. — Former
NBA star Jayson Williams surrendered to police yesterday and
was charged with manslaughter
in the shooting death of a limousine driver—a crime punishable
by up to 15 years in prison.
The NBC Sports commentator, accompanied by two men,
walked through a back entrance
into the state police barracks in
Kingwood. He didn't comment
as he entered or left
Costas Christofi, 55, was found
shot to death in the master bedroom at Williams' 65-acre estate
in Alexandria Township on Feb.
14. According to the criminal
complaint, Williams was the only
person near Christofi when the
gun went off.
"The death of Mr. Christofi was
a tragic accident, but it was an
accident," said Williams' lawyer,
Joseph Hayden. "We are very

confident that after a full, fair and
thorough exploration of all the
facts it will be clear that Mr.
Williams is innocent of recklessness and innocent of any criminal conduct."
Acting Hunterdon County
Prosecutor Steven C. lumber
said he was satisfied there was
more than enough evidence to
prove Williams' guilt.
"I agree it was tragic and it may
even have been an accident. But
at base,
every
reckless
manslaughter is an accident,"
Lember said.
limber said authorities want
to interview more witnesses.
Christofi's death was initially
reported as a suicide but later
ruled a homicide.
Williams' brother and 11 other
guests, including four players
from the Harlem Globetrotters
and a 14-year-old and 6-year-old,
were at the house the night of the
shooting.

"We are most interested in getting to the truth in this case.
Those witnesses should come
forward and do the right thing If
they do, they have nothing to be
concerned about," Lember said.
Williams was released on
$250,000 bail and required to
turn over his weapons to police.
His first court appearance in the
case was scheduled for March 4
in Superior Court
Manslaughter,
commonly
referred
to
as
reckless
manslaughter, applies under
Neyv Jersey law when a death is
"committed recklessly." It carries
a penalty of five to 15 years in
prison.
Lember told the New York
Daily News that his office also
was investigating whether
Williams allowed Christofi to
bleed to death before authorities
were notified. Lember said
Monday that after speaking to
the medical -examiner, he

believes Christofi died quickly.
Published reports have said
Williams was playfully twirling a
shotgun while giving a tour of his
30,000-squarc-foot home when
the weapon fired, hitting
Christofi. Hayden has denied
there was any horseplay.
Lember would not provide
details of the shooting, citing the
ongoing investigation. He did say
authorities were investigating
reports that Williams had been
drinking.
"Every day we learn more and
more on this investigation and
we are getting closer to the clear
truth," Lember said.
Christofi had been hired to
drive Williams' friends from a
Bethlehem, Pa., charity event to
the mansion, about 30 miles
northwest of Trenton.
Christofi's nephew, Chris
Adams, said relatives were
relieved that Williams surrendered and was charged.
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"Bowling For Bucks"
For
Dance Marathon

TO S/GN YOl/K UASe WtTMm
MERCER MANOR APARTMENTS

Tuesday, March 5
6:38-9:80

323 and 331 Mercer Road (limit 5 people)
3 bedroom, furnished. Units have fireplaces,

Volunteer your time with the Bowling Green
Radio News Organization and "Bowl for Bucks"
for Dance Marathon.

A/C, dishwashers, microwaves, and

TMMF

Rentals
BtotooM APMTMSVTX

.134- i/a E. Wooster: Large
unfurnished apartment in Downtown

garbage disposals.

$25® ©IFF ©BlWDSinP
with coupon for
Apartments rented 1/17 - 2/27.
(Discount taken per unit)

To enter for your chance to have, stop by 120
West Hall and leave your name, phone number
and email address. Or call 372-2354 for
further information.
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Offf BfQRQQM APmMftfT
•134- Vi E- Wooster: Large
apartment in downtown.

IHW1W& Expires 2/27/02

This is your chance to help the kids while
having fun at the alley!
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GREENBRIAR, INC.

State of the University Address
The Office of the President cordially invites you to attend

352-0717
445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green

NEWL°VE

OH 43402

332 S. Main
352-5620
www.newloverealty.com

Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9am - 5pm
Saturday 9am - 1pm

The House that R
FALCON
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DEAL

Rentals

B A Si

B AA L

WEDNESDAY,

FEBRUARY 27j
MEATS AT 7 P.Mj

BGSU irs. BUFFAU

Thursday, February 28, 2002
101 OlscampHall
Bowling Green State University

BGSU

•:30 a.m. CoftM and Fellowship
10 a.m.
President's Address (Live Broadcast)
Simulcast to BOSU Flrelande, IDEA Canter, 328 West Building
Visit our Web site at www.bgau.edu/ofrices/president

STUDENTS ADMITTED FREE WITH VALID BGSU ID
WWW.BCSUFALCOMS.COM

BG NEWS

RMER STAR TURNS HIMSELF INTO POLICE. PAGE 9

BRIEFING
BG Rugby looking
for few good men
The Bowling Green Rugby
team will hold a meeting
tonight at 7 p.m. in the BG
Field House for prospective
players.
The 20-time MAC
Champions are returning to
the National Collegiate
Championships this spring
and are looking for candidates
that will help lead them to a
National Championship.
For more information, contact Coach Roger Mazzarella
at 419-353-1290

Nations
unite
under
banner
ERICA
GAMBACCINI
Sports writer
Tragedy and sport are two
things that bring the country and
the world together.
In September the country
came together and the nation
mourned for the United States
when the World Trade Center
came tumbling down.
Then for 17 days the world
united for the 2002 Winter
Olympics.
It all started on Friday, Feb 8
when an honored guard of the
U.S. athletes along with New York
police and firefighters carried the
tattered American flag that flew
at the World Trade Center the day
of the Sept. 11 terrorist attack
into Rice-Eccles Stadium.
From that moment, there was
no question that a nation had
come together as all 78 countries
stood in utter silence and the
only sound to be heard was the
beating blades from the helicopter above.

The Corruption
Once the games began, the
strength of the nation could be
seen as the first few days ran
smoothly.
Then on Monday (Feb. 11) the
world bond began to fall apart as
Canadians lamie Sale and David
Pelletier were robbed of a gold
medal.
Anyone who watched the
event, like I did, could tell that the
Canadians should have won the
gold. It was obvious that they
were better than the Russians;
were the judges blind? No, they
were just corrupt The sport was
rigged. The Russians had dominated the event for 38 years and
the judges were not about to look
past this.
However, the International
Olympic Committee saw things
under a different light They saw
things the way it should be.
Athletes should be judged on
there performance and not on
some tradition. The Russians
shouldn't just get the gold medal
because it's tradition. They have
to earn it just like everybody else
Finally, after nearly a week of
controversy the IOC awarded
Sale and Pelletier their gold
medal Sunday (Feb. 17) still
allowing the Russians to keep
their gold.
After the skating controversy
came the Russian controversy in
which Russian Olympic chief
Leonid Tyagachev threatened to
pull out of the Games and boycott the 2004 Olympics in
Athens. He complained about
the judging in figure skating,
drug testing in cross-country and
refereeing in hockey.
The only reason the Russians
complained about these issues
were because they were the ones
who got hurt in the end. Larissa
Lazutina of Russia was stripped
of her gold medal after testing
positive for a performanceenhancing drug and thrown out
of the Games. Olga Danilova, a
Russian cross-country skier, was
also thrown out of the Games
after testing positive for the same
drug.
In the end the Russians finally
overcame their differences and
stuck it out through the rest of
the Games. Way to go Russia, you
finally grew some marbles!
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BG stays undefeated in MAC
Gymnastics team
improves to 14-1,
5-0 in the MAC after
defeating Western
Michigan.
By Matt Lyons
IMl BC NEWS

The Bowling Green Womens
Gymnastics team's 2002 journey
made a stop in Kalamazoo,
Mich. Sunday for a MidAmerican Conference match-up
with the Broncos of Western
Michigan University.
BG entered the meet 13-1
overall and 4-0 in the MAC,

including an impressive 10-1
road record. Western Michigan
came in 3-7 overall and 1 -4 in the
conference. A BG victory would
put them securely in the driver's
seat as far as rotation placement
in the MAC Championship meet
at Ball State University on March
23.
The Falcons began the meet
on uneven bars, a strength for
the team this season. It was an
event for freshmen. Stephanie
Sams started out with a strong
9.675, the lowest score the squad
would have to count on the
event. And Kari Elste scored the
top score for the squad and for
the bars with 9.875 points. After

one rotation the Falcons led the
Broncos 49.025-47.750.
BG went to vault for the second rotation. Senior Mamy
Oestrcng showed an excellent
vault and scored the top score of
the event with 9.775 points.
Sophomore Breanne Metzger
scored the second best vault
score with 9.725 for the team. At
the mid way point BG extended
its lead 97.500-96.275.
The Falcons headed to another strong event for the team in
the third rotation, floor exercise.
Sophomore Melissa Popovich
scored a 9.875 to lead the floor
squad, Mamy Oestrcng also
scored a 9.875. That score was

good enough for a three-way tie
for first place on the event with
Christy Sassic of WMU. With
one rotation left the Falcons
were dominating the Broncos
146.450-143.825.
BG entered the fourth and
final rotation on balance beam,
the Achille's heel so far this season. After a fall by the first member of the squad the pressure
was on for the remaining five.
One at a time each gymnast took
their rum on the beam. And
one by one delivered solid scores
until the beam squad had
earned their best beam score of
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IN THE HOT SEAT:

JASON GURAL

'Crazy* loves back-up job
Norman: What drew you to
be a hockey puck?
Crazy: I watched BG's tradition and that was the first thing
that I loved. I met some of the
guys on the team and I kind of
saw who followed them along so
1 thought I'd try out.
Norman: What type of music
do you listen to pump you up
before a game?
Crazy: Techno then rap, it's
usually a team thing, everyone
listens to something different.
But the seniors usually rule what
is played.
Norman:
Do
people
approach
you
differently
because they think you have a
few screws loose?
Crazy: Yeah people definitely
ask me how or what I did to get
the nickname, and they are a little wary about me at first.
Norman: What the hell does
Crazy mean?
Crazy: Austin De Luis made it
up and he won't tell me until the
season is over. Basically everyone on the team knows but me.
A lot has come since then that
kind of fits with the name but the
true meaning I don't know.
Norman: What will you do
for your friends and fans if you
get into the game?
Crazy: I'd probably fall over
the boards on my way out ...
Maybe I'd give them my stick
Norman: Do girls hit on you
for being on the hockey team?
Crazy: Not one, they run
away from me because I'm on
the hockey team. I usually make
an ass of myself so they don't
have to hit on me.
Norman: What are your

favorite pickup lines (he has so
many)?
Crazy: Can I give you a massage? Do you want to go downstairs to use my bathroom, it's
cleaner? Do you want to go
makeout?
Norman: What's your best
asset?
Crazy: I'd say my smile!

Norman: Who is the man on
the team?
Crazy: I would definitely say
Greg Day. He is so composed: he
would never know how good he
is because he acts like its no big
deal. He's not cocky at all but he
can play great hockey. I have so
much respect for him.
Norman: What do you want
to do before you leave BG and go
back to Cali?
Crazy: Play in a game, actually get in. I would love to get in a
game, and it would make my
experience here. That would be
the greatest
Norman: What hockey player offers the best overall package?
Crazy: Kip Homer, but looks
can be deceiving.
Norman: Why are hockey
players considered the craziest
of any sport?
Crazy: Because half of them
are Canadian. Ha. Hockey players are very intense individuals,
so I guess that's why.
Norman: Does size matter in
hockey?
Crazy: No, it's just how good
you move around.
Norman: Does your bottom
get sore from sitting on the
bench?
Crazy: I rotate usually, or I will

Nick Hura BGNem

CRAZY AND THE POST STRADDLER: Senior third-string goalie
Jason Gural has never played In a varsity game.
start to stand up in between the
Crazy is loving life right now
plays to try to get the blood but is desperately seeking long
going
walks at night, sweet whispers,
Norman: What's your status and someone to be his boo. He
for all the ladies wondering how is ready for the real thing so lie
to get some Crazy?
kind ladies, he is fragile.
Crazy: Currently taking applications. ...

McClung, Williams lead Falcons
By Jaymt Ramsofi
THE BG DEWS

The BG women's track team
scored 31 points and the men's
team scored 22 points to finish
eighth and ninth, respectively, in
the MAC Championship, which
was hosted by BG at the Perry
Field House.
Central Michigan won the
women's title with 122 points,
while Eastern Michigan won the
men's title with 164 points.
As for the women's team,

sophomore Kerri McClung
placed second in the shot put
with a throw of 14.69 meters, and
senior Lori Williams was runnerup in the weight throw with a
toss of 18.36 meters.
In addition, sophomore Alicia
Taylor finished fourth in the 60meter hurdles with a time of 8.73
seconds. Bowling Green also
claimed the fourth spot in the
high jump with junior Bridget
Kozy's jump of 1.70 meters. Also
scoring for the falcons was junior

Briana Killian. She finished seventh in the 800 meter run with a
time of 2:17.64.
Furthermore, Bowling Green's
4x400-meter relay team finished
fifth behind strong performances by Kent State, Central
Michigan, Eastern Michigan and
Western Michigan. Bowling
Green's time of 3:48.75 was a new
school record, while Kent State's
winning time of 3:44.75 was a
new MAC record.
As for the men's team, Zerian

1 Alabama, U. of 196.620
2 LS.U. 195.465
3 Kentucky, U. of 194320
4 Kent State Univ 194.120
5 Michigan State 194.045
6 Ohio State Univ. 194.020
7 Auburn Univ. 194.000
8 Bowling Green 193.930
9 BaD State Univ. 193.520
10 Central Michigan 193.435
11 Western Michigan 191230
12 Centenary College 187.595

UNDEFEATED, PAGE 10

A third string goalie, smile like
Ken and mouth that never stops
... Got any guesses to who itcould
be? You may have encountered
this "Crazy" individual No one
will forget Jason Cural. talking
head of the hockey team. He loves
hockey, so much in fact that he
decided to take a stab at the varsity level after playing with the
club hockey studs.
He is Rudy on ice, but adds a
little Cali-style to his game. My
questions for him entail much
more than his life story. What
puslies a walk-on third-string
goalie, part-time pimp, scary
bouncer, to be who he is. Crazy?

STORMIN' NORMAN

Regional Qualifying Scores

Peterson and Jamal Salahuddin
were the top finishers. Peterson
placed fourth in a tight 400meter race with a time of 48.86
seconds. The top five runners all
finished within one second of
each other. With regard to
Salahuddin, he was fourth in the
shot put with a throw of 17.59
meters. Salahuddin's throw
earned him a provisional qualiTRACK.PAGE9

Bucks go
for piece
of Big Ten
tide
By Rusty Mifer
IHE ASSOCIAIEO PRESS

COLUMBUS-Tom Izzo
has taken Michigan State
teams to the last three Final
Fours, so he's got a pretty
good handle on what it takes
to survive and succeed in a
big game.
"When it's one-and-done
time, you'd better be mentally and physically tough,
because you don't get any
second chances," Izzo said.
When No 18 Ohio State
enters tonight's game at
home against Izzo and
Michigan State, the Buckeyes
aren't facing elimination. But
they are facing what could be
a last chance to grab a piece
of the Big Ten title.
Ohio State (19-6, 10-4)
shares the conference lead
with Indiana (18-9, 10-4).
The Buckeyes owe a huge
thank you to Michigan State,
which edged the Hoosiers
57-54 on Sunday to knock
them back into a tie for the
top spot with the Buckeyes.
It's the second time in the
last two weeks that Indiana
has taken a one-game lead
only to lose the next time out
Just last Wednesday, the
Hoosiers handled
the
Buckeyes physically and
mentally to win 63-57 and
take the upper hand in the
conference — for four days.
"When we talked before
our game against Indiana, it
was clear to me with the
remaining games on everybody's schedule, that the
winner of that game was not
going to be out of the woods
and the loser was not going
to be out of the picture,"
Ohio State coach Jim O'Brien
said.
Heading into the final
week of the season, Ohio
State has games at home
against Michigan State (1710,8-6) on Tuesday night and
at Michigan on Saturday.
Indiana plays at No. 15
Illinois Tuesday night then
hosts Northwestern on
Saturday.
"We have a tough week
this week with Illinois on
Tuesday night and not a lot
of rest in between," Indiana
coach Mike Davis said "But
it's basketball season and our
guys should be prepared and
ready to play."
Illinois
(9-5)
and
Wisconsin (10-5 in the Big
Ten) arent out of the title picture yet, either. After the
home game with Indiana,
the lllini play at Minnesota
on Sunday, and the Badgers
close out the regular season
Wednesday night at home
against Michigan.

SPORTS
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Relay team leads
men's track squad
TRACK. FROM PAGE 8

tying distance for the NCAA
national championship meet
The men's team also scored
points in the 800 meter run. Josh
Cook placed sixth witii a time of
1:58.75. Additionally, Drew
Downey and Kerry Koontz
placed seventh and eighth in the

pole vault with jumps of 4.75
meters each.
Furthermore, the 4x400-meter
relay and the distance medley
relay scored points for die
Falcons. The 4x400 team finished
fourth with a time of 3:18.13,
while the distance medley team
finished eighth with a time of
10:22.38.

Games more than
about just medals
OLYMPICS, FROM PAGE 8

History in the Making
Amidst the controversy the
United States was marking several pages in the history book.
The Americans won 34
medals, 14 more than the IOC
predicted. What does this have to
say about our country?
I think this says that we have
better athletes than other countries thought we did. It shows that
we will never settle for less and
that we will always put forth our
best effort.
Halfpipe snowboarders Ross
Powers, Danny Kass and J.).
Thomas proved this as they
swept the sport to give the USA its
first Winter Games sweep since
men's figure skating in 1956.
Seeing three Americans standing on the podium as tears rolled
down their faces while the
National Anthem was being
played and the American flags
raised was a sight for sore eyes.
Then came the inaugural
women's bobsled, which was
won by Americans Jill Bakken
and Vonetta Flowers. Flowers
became the first black athlete to
win the gold in the Winter
Olympics. The medal was also
the USAs first in_46 years in the
sport The men also triumphed in
bobsledding, winning both silver
and bronze.

American lim Shea was the
Games' first third-generation
skeleton athlete. He was the second family member to win gold.
The Canadians also set some
record of their own as the men's
hockey team ended its 50-year
wait to win the Olympic gold in
its national sport, beating the
USA 5-2. The women won their
first gold medal in hockey as they
defeated the USA women 3-2.

the Associated Press

SURRENDER: Former NBA star Jayson Williams is accused of shooting and killing Costas Christofi, a hired limousine driver. Reports
said that Williams was playfully twirling the shotgun when it fired and hit Christofi.

Ex-NBA Williams surrenders

Final Thoughts

By Sheila Hotchkin

Overall the Olympics were a
time when families came together, sat down in front of the television to watch the Games and
cheer on their country.
The Russians finally realized
that it was pointless to pull out
and boycott the 2006 Games and
the Canadians got the respect
tiiey deserved (in hockey and figure skating), while the Americans
set all kinds of records
In the end. the closing ceremonies pretty much summed up
the Games with all the countries
together singing, cheering and
celebrating. It was a time for
laughter and tears as the torch
was extinguished and the
Olympic flag handed over to the
Italians.
Now, the Russians will have
two years for their scars to heal
and the rest of the world will have
to wait until 2006 to come together again in Athens.

IKE ASSOCIATED PRESS

FLEMENGTON, N.J. — Former
NBA star layson Williams surrendered to police yesterday and
was charged with manslaughter
in the shooting death of a limousine driver—a crime punishable
by up to 15 years in prison.
The NBC Sports commentator, accompanied by two men,
walked through a back entrance
into the state police barracks in
Kingwood. He didn't comment
as he entered or left.
Costas Christofi, 55, was found
shot to death in the master bedroom at Williams' 65-acre estate
in Alexandria Township on Feb.
14. According to the criminal
complaint, Williams was the only
person near Christofi when the
gun went off.
"The death of Mr. Christofi was
a tragic accident, but it was an
accident" said Williams' lawyer,
Joseph Hayden. "We are very

confident that after a full, fair and
thorough exploration of all the
facts it will be clear that Mr.
Williams is innocent of recklessness and innocent of any criminal conduct"
Acting Hunterdon County
Prosecutor Steven C Lember
said he was satisfied there was
more than enough evidence to
prove Williams' guilt
"I agree it was tragic and it may
even have been an accident But
at
base,
every
reckless
manslaughter is an accident,"
Lember said.
Lember said authorities want
to interview more witnesses.
Christofi's death was initially
reported as a suicide but later
ruled a homicide.
Williams' brother and 11 other
guests, including four players
from the Harlem Globetrotters
anda 14-year-old and 6-year-old,
were at the house the night of the
shooting.

"We are most interested in getting to die truth in this case.
Those witnesses should come
forward and do the right thing. If
they do, they have nothing to be
concerned about" Lember said.
Williams was released on
$250,000 bail and required to
turn over his weapons to police.
His first court appearance in the
case was scheduled for March 4
in Superior Court
Manslaughter,
commonly
referred
to
as
reckless
manslaughter, applies under
New Jersey law when a death is
"committed recklessly." It carries
a penalty of five to 15 years in
prison.
Lember told the New York
Dairy News that his office also
was investigating whether
Williams allowed Christofi to
bleed to death before authorities
were notified. Lember said
Monday that after speaking to
the medical examiner, he

believes Christofi died quickly.
Published reports have said
Williams was playfully twirling a
shotgun while giving a tour of his
30,000-square-foot home when
the weapon fired, hitting
Christofi. Hayden has denied
there was any horseplay.
Lember would not provide
details of the shooting, citing the
ongoing investigation. He did say
authorities were investigating
reports that Williams had been
drinking.
"Every day we learn more and
more on this investigation and
we are getting closer to the clear
truth." Lember said.
Christofi had been hired to
drive Williams' friends from a
Bethlehem, Pa., charity event to
the mansion, about 30 miles
northwest of Trenton.
Christofi's nephew. Chris
Adams, said relatives were
relieved that Williams surrendered and was charged.
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"Bowling For Bucks"

Ik

For
Dance Marathon

TO tm VOt/R UASe WTHMERCER MANOR APARTMENTS
323 and 331 Mercer Road (limit 5 people)
3 bedroom, furnished. Units have fireplaces,
A/C, dishwashers, microwaves, and
garbage disposals.

Tuesday, March 5
6:38-9:80
Volunteer your lime with the Bowling Green
Radio News Organization and "Bowl for Bucks"
for Dance Marathon.

$8S(D ©PIP
©lIWDSinP
with coupon for

To enter for your chance to have, stop by 120
West Hall and leave your name, phone number
and email address. Or call 372-2354 for
further information.

Apartments rented 1/17 - 2/27.
(Discount taken per unit)

NEWIPVE
Rentals
fill BCMQQM Apmutttrs
• 134- i/1 E. Wooster: Large
unfurnished apartment in Downtown
•134- 1/2 E- Wooster: Large
apartment in downtown,

HUJKW8 Expires 2/27/02
This is your chance to help the kids while
having fun at the alley!

-OK
GREENBRIAR, INC.

State of the University Address
The Office of the President cordially invites you to attend

©u I LD I N
^■^^ o

T R A D I T I C

B ELIEVIN
IN

OPPORTUNITY
NEW

©

DEAL

352-0717
445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green
OH 43402
Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9am - 5pm
Saturday 9am - 1pm

NEWIPVE
Rentals
332 S. Main
352-5620
www.newloverealty.com

The House that R
FALCON

B A s/

BAA L

WEDIME
FEBRU
MEN'S AT 7 P.M.

BUFFALO

Thursday, February 28, 2002
101 OlscampHall
Bowling Green State University

BGSU

0:30 a.m. Cottmm and Fellowship
10 a.m.
President's Address (Live Broadcast)
Simulcasl to BGSU Firolanda, IDEA Center, 326 West Building
Visit our Wab aita at www.bgau.adu/officaa/prosldent

STUDENTS ADMITTED FREE WITH VALID BCSU ID
WWW.BCSUFALCOMS.COM
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Oestreng
earns first in
all-around
for Falcons

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Bonilla says see-ya to MLB
By B«n Walter
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Bobby Bonilla. who set the NL
record for career home runs by a
switch-hitter and helped the
Florida Marlins win the 1997 World
Series, officially retired yesterday.
A six-time All-Star during his 16
seasons, Bonilla turned 39
Saturday. Slowed by bad knees and
other injuries, the outfielderinfit'kliT saw limited playing time
in recent years.
Bonilla hit 213 with five homers
and 21 RBIs in 174 at-bats as a
reserve for St Louis last season.
The free agent finished his
career with 287 home runs, 1,173
RBIs and a 279 average for eight
teams His 247 homers in the NL
marked the most by a switch-hitter.
"Early on, a couple of teams
contacted us," agent Dan Horwits

UNDEFEATED.FROM PAGE 10

the season, a 48.425.
The Falcons earned first place
finishes on three of four events,
and Senior Mamy Oestreng finished first in the All-Around competition with 39.075 points. BG
finished with their highest away
score by soundly defeating
Western Michigan University
194.875-192.825.
Bowling Green sits eighth in
the NCAA central region standing with a regional qualifying
score of 193.930. BG needs to
find their way into the number
four or five spot to be assured a
place at the regional championship meet.

GREENBRIAR
APARTMENTS

said. "It was in Bobby's hands
whether he wanted to continue in
the role bed had or retire In the
end. he decided he wanted to get
on with some other things in his
Hie."
Bonilla was in Arizona on yesterday, working for a children's
charity set up by the players'
union
"We were best buddies aD those
years there," former teammate
Barry Bonds said at San Francisco's
camp in Scottsdale. Ariz.
"Everyone has to retire sometime,
we all do."
Cardinals manager Tony La
Russa said he thought Bonilla
could have a future in the game if
he wanted it
"He's had a great career." La
Russa said at Cardinals camp in
lupiu-r, lla "He could still contribute to baseball — either in the

f

Frazee Avenue Apartments
$625 - $675 mo. + electric
42s East Court Street
$70o/mo + gas & electric

GRAND OPENING

TANNING CENTER'S
LOCATION

•CLOSE TO CAMPUS
•2 Bedrooms, 2 Baths, Furnished
•Units have dishwashers &
garbage disposals

516 & 522 E. Merry Avenue
$625 - $725 mo. + electric
Field Manor Apartments
$625 - $675 mo. + electric

C

ETR

front office or on the field as a
coach or a manager."
Bonilla began his major league
career with the Chicago White Sox
in 1986, playing under La Russa.
and hit his first homer off Phil
Niekro. Bonilla was traded to
Pittsburgh that summer, where he
teamed up with Bonds.
Behind Bonds and Bonilla the
Pirates won NL East titles in 1990
and '91. Bonilla hit 280 with 32
homers and 120 RBIs in 1990 and
finished second to Bonds in the NL
MVP voting.
In December 1991, Bonilla
became the highest-paid player in
baseball history when he signed a
$29 million, five-year contract with
the New fork Mets as a tree agent
Bonilla hoped his return to his
hometown would be a happy one,
but his time in New York was
tumultuous. He did not duplicate

the numbers he put up in
Pittsburgh, feuded with the media
and was booed at Shea Stadium.
Traded to Baltimore midway
through the 1995 season, Bonilla
later became a free agent and
signed with Florida before 1997.
Bonilla fit in well with the veteran-laden Marlins, batting 297
with 17 home runs and 96 RBIs. He
was productive in the playoffs, and
saved his best for last
In Game 7 of the 1997 World
Series against Cleveland, Bonilla
hit a home nin in the seventh
inning that cut the Indians' lead to
2-1.
The Martins tied it in the bottom
of the ninth, and Bonillas leadoff
single in the 11th set up the run
that gave the Marlins their only
championship
After the season, the Marlins
writers gave Bonilla their "Good

Check us out at www.bgnews.com

NEWEST

VARSITY LANES

434 E. WOOSTER
(ABOVE DAIRY QUEEN)

3S3-2844

$5.00 COLLEGE NIGHT

Serving BG since 198i

HOUSES AVAILABLE 2002-2003
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
3BR A Frame Limit 3 people. $550 00 per month paid in
11 monthly paymenls ol $590.00. Tenanls pay utilities.
Available May 18.2002
Z2t£LM - 3BR Limit 3 people $640.00 per monlh paid in 11 monthly
payments of $669 00 Small garage. Tenants pay utilities.
Available August 22. 2002

Who:

Discount taken per unit
expires on 3/1/02

[352-0717

•

445 E. WOOSTERJ

Any college student

When: Monday - Wednesday,
9:00 - 11:00 p.m.
Where: Varsity Lanes -1033 S. Main St.
Bowling Green OH. (352-5247)
What:

2 hoursjpf bowling & shoes,
slice of pizza
k
& large pop

605

• 4BR Limit 4 people $760 00 per month paid in 11 monthly
layments ot $81200. Deposit $76000 Tenanls pay utilities. Available August 22.

Price:

$158.00 OFF
DEPOSIT

Guy" award for his pleasant dealings with the media
Bonilla was traded from Los
Angeles to the Mets for the 1999
season, but his stay was marked by
disputes with manager Bobby
Valentine. In the Mets' final game
of the year, he was accused — by
unidentified team personnel—of
playing cards in the clubhouse
with Rickey Henderson during a
tense NLCS matchup at Atlanta
Bonilla closed out his career
with Atlanta and the Cardinals.
Last Jury, he became the 219th
player in history to reach 2,000 hits.
He finished with 2010 hits and
scored 1,084 runs. Bonilla, who
played catcher in 1981 during his
first pro season, made his first and
only career pitching appearance in
the majors last April

1501/2 MANVILLE -1 BR Limit 2 people $440 00 per month paid in 11 payments ol $473 00 Deposit $440.00. Tenants pay utilities. Available May 18,2002

Only S5.00
per person
.
& drink specials

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST.
(across from Taco Bell)

TIME IS RUNNING OUT
CALL FOR MOVE-IN SPECIALS
'I I II-: loi.i.nwiM,
Ural

IIH

lucli ,1

.ipph.HU CS 111, Uhllll'.: UlMlU .isllrls
• lllllll S|XVU internet ,uu-^
• \c\\ Mil) I lli Kirs
All • i Hulllli HIIMji
l.ii■■■<li\ facilities III .ill ImikliiiK-s
• Vmplc parking carports available
• i omcmcnl location, easy access
in I ™S, Highway 2^ anil Koine (>
• Service Kxprcss Maintenance
(lii.ii.inue Program
• v-ii in park like setting
• Minutes to IKiM'

(419) 352-6335

TOUR ONLINE @
VILLAGEGREEN.COM

We're filling up fast...Get your apartment
for next year before it's too late!!!
Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
702 Third St.
839 Fourth St.

Charlestown Apts.
710 Scott Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton

k

TAKE $25 OFF

. each months rent for the full term of the lease if
signed by the end of February for Mid Am Manor &
Charleston Apartments.

Houses for Rent:
702 E. Wooster
702 <h E. Wooster
122 >/) Frazee Ave.
702 >h Sixth St.
704 'A Sixth St.

Call or slop by our office today!
Mid Am Management
641 Third #4 BG
i 352-4380

SPORTS
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Salt Lake ratings 18 percent higher than Nagano
By Howard Fendnch
IKE ASSO-.IAUD PRESS

The TV ratings for the Salt Lake
City Olympics were comparable
to those for the last Winter
Games staged in North America
With a whopping 22.3 for
Sunday's closing ceremony —
tying the women's figure skating
short program for the third-highest rating of the 17 nights — NBC
finished with a 192 prime-time
average.
The rating is 18 percent higher
than the 1998 Nagano Olympics
on CBS, the lowest-rated Winter
Games in 30 years, and it almost
equals the 19.3 for the 1988
Calgary Games on ABC.

Classified
Ads
372-6977
ii* Bu Hem -in no) knowtnfhj MMp ahw
liirnwm-ilu.iji*niuirijic.<>r dkourj^'c >!•>•.inn
irumn ofMitM jn> ni.hv.du.il <>< (in-up mi il*
KJIK <>l RM. »c«. color, vtcrd *lt£itm. iMt»>nal
■ omawhm. JterfJUy. ■»•* m I
wtrrun n ••» the KJM- <•( am »ihrr kfill) r»"
itvtid Mat*

Campus Events

SUMMER STUDY IN
NANTES, FRANCE
SIX WEEKS, SIX CREDITS
Information Meeting
Tuesday, Feb. 26th -7:30p.m.
BA115
Classes are taught m English
For more mlormatton contact:
Brent Nicholson-372-8236

Travel
Monkeys and toucans, and sloths,
oh my! Costa Rica rain forest trip.
Aug 15-23, 2002. The trip is filling
up fast1 Call for details/reservations.
419-346-6517
Spring Break 2002 - Jamaica, Cancun. Bahamas, Aoapulco and Florida. Join Student Travel Services.
Americas *1 Student Tour Operator.
Up to $100 off certain hotels. Group
organizers can travel free. Information/Reservations 1 -800-648-4849
Ofwww.ststravel.com
SPRING BREAK Cancun, Jamaica,
S. Padre & Florida. BEST Hotels,
FREE parlies. LOWEST prices!
www breakerstravel com
(800) 985-6789

That's particularly impressive
considering most network ratings — not just for sports — have
fallen as cable has given viewers
more choices of what to watch.
ABC, NBC and CBS averaged a
14.0 prime-time rating in 1988
compared to 7.7 this season.
The top Winter Games average
rating was the 27.8 for the 1994
Lillehamer Olympics, aka "The
Nancy and Tonya Games."
Each rating point represents 1
percent of U.S. television households, which currently translates
to about 1.05 million homes.
NBC helped its cause by shortening the ratings sample on at
least 11 nights, trimming the

generally less-watched opening
half-hour and/or closing portion
of their shows.
The Salt Lake City Olympics
topped the 20-rating plateau
four times (opening and closing
ceremonies, both nights of
women's figure skating). The
1998 Olympics had three such
nights, the 1994 Olympics had
16, and the 1992 Albcrtville
Olympics had six.
Salt Lake City started with the
highest-rated opening ceremony
in history (25.2 rating an estimated 72 million people tuned
in), then was buoyed by the U.S.
team's record medal haul and the
judging scandal that turned the

pairs figure skatings aftermath
into a soap opera.
The telecast of Canada's 5-2
victory over the United States for
the gold medal Sunday afternoon drew a 10.7 rating, the
highest for any hockey game —
NHL or Olympics — since the
1980 Olympics.
An estimated 187 million people tuned in for at least six minutes of NBC's coverage, surpassed in Winter Olympics history only by the 204 million for
1994.
The relatively high ratings —
enough to prevent the extra
commercials that NBC and CBS
were forced to air during the last

two Olympics—will have at least
two practical effects:
NBC, which says its profit
from Salt Lake City will be S75
million, will have an easier job
selling ad time during the 2004
Athens Olympics.
The increased emphasis on
showing events at the expense of
features should remain part of
the network's strategy at the next
three Olympics.
That represented a direct
departure from NBC's broadcasts of the 2000 Summer
Games, which were oversaturated with syrupy features, included
all-tape-all-the-time coverage,
and wound up as the lowest-

rated Olympics since the 1960s.
About 50 percent of the competition shown on NBC's evening
broadcasts from Utah was live
for most of the country, although
the entire West Coast feed was on
a 2 1/2-hour delay most nights.
"The ratings for Salt Lake reaffirmed the perception that the
Olympics are a high-quality TV
event," said consultant Neal
Pilson, who was president of
CBS Sports during the 1994
Olympics.
"Frankly, the ratings are about
where I expected them to be. I
think NBC was conservative in
their guarantee to advertisers,
and that's understandable."

Travel

Personals

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

«1 Spring Break Vacations! Cancun,
Jamaica. Bahamas, Florida.
Best Prices! Space is limited!!!
1-800-234-70O7
mvw.endlesssummertours com

$6 for daffodils and the
American Cancer Society.
What a deal!

CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS-Northeast Pennsylvania (6/19-8/17/02)
Children's sleep-away camp. If you
love children and want a canng, fun
environment we need female staff
for: Tennis, Golf, Gymnastics, Swimming, Team Sports, Cheerleading,
Ropes. Drama, Walerskiing, Sailing,
Ceramics, Photography, Videography, Silkscreen, Drawing & Painting.
Batik, Printmaking, Sculpture, Calligraphy. Guitar, Piano, Aerobics, Martial Arts. Other positions: Group
Leaders,
Administrative,
Nurses
(RN's) On Campus Interviews April
2nd Apply on-line at

Services Offered

BTBBIIBBBSS

Kappa Sigma would like to
congratulate their Junior Officer and
Brother of the week:
Jake Cartwright and Craig Murray

KLKiKiKXKXKZKXKXKJ;
Get 20% oft all haircuts, perms.
color, highlights and acrylic nails.
with Ann only. Mane Style Salon

419-353-6263.
Worried about pregnancy?
Get Tested
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Personals

Famous Footwear
Shoes. Shoes, Shoes!
Clearance section, great sales!
B.G. WOODLAND MALL
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
CO-REC BROOMBALL ON ICEMARCH 4
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S SWIMMEET FEB. 27
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S. WOMEN'S AND CO-REC
VOLLEYBALL-MARCH 5
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
WOMEN'S INNERTUBE WATER
POLO-MARCH 6
LOVE YOUR GENES...
NOT YOUR JEANS!
The Great Jeans Giveaway is here!
From February 2-28. 2002. you can
help out local charities by cleaning
out your closet! Bring us your old
jeans or other clothes that don't fit to
the following collection spots: residence halls, the Union lobby on Feb.
14 and 21 from 11am-2pm. or to the
Health Center in room 170.

Interested in learning to FENCE?
The BGFC meets every Mon.,
6:30pm and Wed , 7pm for
instruction, recreation, or competitive fencing in 221 Eppler North.
Equipment provided!
Don't get mad-get even! Arrest your
friends, co-workers, and roommates
for ONLY $1! Buy your tickets at the
Ed. Steps or first floor Union this
week, M-F from 9-4 and help support the prevention of child abuse!
Kappa Delta Jall-N-Ball
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS AND
SCOREKEEPERS NEEDED FOR
VOLLEYBALL. APPLY 130 PERRY
FIELD HOUSE OR CHECK WEB
SITE. COMPLETE AND RETURN
TAKE-HOME RULES TEST BY
MARCH 4. MUST ATTEND CLINICS ON MARCH 5 AND 6.
Radio Shack
Always keep in touch.
Get your cell phone today!
B.G. WOODLAND MALL

Wanted

2 /3 subleasers needed for summer
2002. Apartment in good condition.
Call 352-2683
2-3 female subleasers needed
May-August
Call 352-2143.
SuWeaser needed ASAP. Nice, furnished 1 bedroom. 815 4th St. #3.
Call Eric 353-1641.

or call 1-800-279-3019.
SUMMER JOBS
Female and male counselors needed for top summer camp in Maine.
Top Salary, room, board, laundry,
clothing and travel provided. Must
love children and have skill in one of
more of the following activities: archery, arts (ceramics, stained glass,
jewelry), basketball, canoeing,
kayaking, rowing (crew), dance (tap,
pointe, jazz), field hockey, golf, gymnastics (instructors), figure skating,
ice hockey, horseback riding/English
hunt seat, lacrosse, digital photography, videographer. piano accompanist, pioneering/camp craft, ropes
(challenge course) 25 stations, sailing, soccer, Softball, tennis, theatre
(technicians, set design, costumer),
volleyball, water-skiing (slalom, trick,
barefoot, jumping) W.S.Wswim instructors, windsurfing, also opportunities for nurses. HTML/web design
and secretaries.
Camp Vega For Girls! Come see us
at www.campvega.com or E-mail us
at camp_vega8yahoo.com or call
us for more information at 1 -800993-VEGA. We will be on your campus for information and to accept
applications from 10am-3pm. on
Wednesday. March 6th and Thursday, March 7th in Student Union
room 318. No appointment necessary-

CHILDCARE for 9 mo old in our
Perrysburg home. Seeking earlychildhood major with experience.
Must be a non-smoker. First aid and
CPR a plus. Call 419-872-0944.
Earn money for spring break now!
$14.15 base/appt. Guaranteed pay.
Great for resume Work with other
students. Scholarships/internships
available Conditions exist Call now.
419-874-1327. www zt9.com
The BGSU Upward Bound Program
is a college preparatory program tor
high school students from Toledo,
which offers an on-campus summer
enrichment component lor six
weeks.
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
JUNE 22-AUGUST 4
INSTRUCTORS-Bachelor's degree
required in selected area of instruction (Mathematics, English, Science,
History, Foreign Language. Fine
Arts or other courses for the high
school student). Must be available
during the morning or early afternoon hours. Monday-Friday. Each
class period is seventy-live (75) minutes each day. Non-residential
Salary is $1,200 per class
RESIDENTIAL AIDES-Minimum
sophomore classification. Can not
be enrolled in University classes
during employment period. Responsibilities include, but not limited to:
(1) Assuring all students adhere to
the rules and regulations ol the Upward Bound Program and BGSU (2)
Assisting an Instructor in the classroom and (3) Coordinating and implementing student activities during
evening hours. Single room, board
and salary of $1,500.
APPLICANTS MUST SUBMIT A
TRANSCRIPT (or copy of) WITH
APPLICATION
Applications are available outside
the main office
Upward Bound Program
37 College Park Office Building
Applications Due-March 22
MANDATORY Staff OrientationJune 22

Cleaning person Exp. pre!
419-352-9288, leave message
Telephone interviewing. No sales
Some days, mostly wkends and
eves. Flexible scheduling. Relaxed
atmosphere Up to $7 00 plus per
hr. In Perrysburg 419-874-5842
Government positions available
part/full time with flexible scheduling.
$10-15/hr with paid training Several
offices in Wood C
ounty area Call
US employment 1-888-819-4160
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WATCH
BG24
NEWS

KRISTIE WELCH
JOSCELYN

Moes

TIFFANY TARPLEY
MEACAN HAYES

"For all your
News,
Weather, &
Sports."
Tues.- Fri. 5:30 pm
Cable Channel 6
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COLLEGE OF MUSICAL ARTS
BOWLING GREEN OPERA THEATER PRESENTS

Cosi FanTutte
DIRECTED BY EUGENE DYBDAHL
CONDUCTED BY EMILY FREEMAN BROWN

March 1 and 2 at 8 p.m.
Kobacker Hall ■ Moore Musical Arts Center i

BGSU

TICKETS: 58, $10, $12
BCSU STUDENTS $5 AT THE DOOR WITH VALID ID
FOR TICKET INFORMATION, CALL (419) 372-8171 OR (800)589-2224

Investigators
The US. food and Drug Administration is
hiring Investigators (Consumer Safety Officers)
for its Columbus and Toledo, OH, offices. Travel
required. 30 semester hours
of college-level science and US. citizenship
required. The FDA is an equal opportunity
employer. Smoke-free offices. Salary range
between $24,701 and $40,575 depending
on location and qualifications. View
announcement and apply on-line at
httfs:/f)o.s.9iKUHre.co«;scnfts/^iw*««l35ldj.tK

We've got the
Student Specials
"All Day,

for you!

Hours!

..Mon:
Tues:
Wed:
Th-Sat
Sun:

Two Bedroom Apartments:
803 Fifth Street
Unfurnished apartments w/patio or balcony
FREE WATER & SEWER

Everyday"
11am-1:30am
11am-1:30am
11am-1:30am
11am-3:00am
11am-1:30am

353-7272
(pa p a )

309 High Street
Furnished or unfurnished w/patio or balcony
FREE CAS, HEAT, WATER & SEWER
I

NEWIPVE
Rentals
332 S. Main
• 352-5620
www.newloverealty.com

w& :«3B, ^^] cash, checks
I
'
AJ 3CJ3J D 5»-5iJ I

1 Large
1 Item

11 Large 1 Item and an order
of bread sticks only

1

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

12 Tuesday, February 26,2002

The Daily Crossword Fix

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

$250 a day potential.
Bartending Training provided.
1-800-293-3985 6x1541

PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Top boys sports camp in
Maine counselors to coach all
sports tennis, basketball, baseball.
roller hockey, water-sports, rockclimbing, biking, golf. Have a great
summer (888)-844-8080 apply at
www.oamocedat.com

Bartenders needed. Earn up to $250
per day. No exp. necessary. Call
(866)291-1884 ext. 423.

brought to you by

Doyle Marketing
Looking tor two professional individuals to do telemarketing two nights a
week and Saturday mornings - great
opportunity and resume builder.
Work times are flexible and could
change The pay rate is $lO/hr.
Contact Michael Cavallaro O 419891-3100 tor an interview.

2002/2003 LISTINGS
Signing Leases
NOW
Management Inc.
Evergreen Apt. 215 E. Poe
Efficiencies & Large 1 Bdrms.
Laundry on site
Starts at S 250/mo -

TEACHER ASSISTANT
WSOS Community Action
Commission, a community based
organization focused on the human service needs tor the dlsadvantaged, is seeking a qualified
Individual to assist In Infant
and/or preschool day care for
A.M. aVor P.M. classes at the Jordan Family Development Center
on the BGSU campus. HS diploma or GED A commitment to obtain CDA with prior experience
working with low-Income families.
Seasonal, avg. 25hrsAwk position.
$7.50 hr plus fringe benefits.
Send resume to WSOS CAC. Attn:
HR- TA/BG/MB, PO Box 590,
Fremont, Ohio 43420. EOE

srattsHaxma

Attention all students! Local office of
international firm is hiring immediately full/part-time in customer
sales/service. $14.15 base/appt.
Guaranteed pay Flexible around
classes. Call immediately 419-8741327. www.workforstudents com

II"
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t Small child
4 Carbonated drinks
9 Coffee container
12 Presidential nickname
130bvtout
14 Had supper
15 Move among
17 End of Lent
19 Queen bee
21 Affirmative
22 Space
24 Day (abbr.)
26 Song
29 Grim
31 Light rap
33 Poland labor.)
34 Elevated railway
35 Negative word
37 Chasm
39 College degree (abbr)

Management Inc.

v-

m
M

M

1

40 Color
42
44
46
48
50
51
53
55
58
61

Can
Redo
Cable car
Distress signal
Distance (prefix)
Day (abbr.)
Soil
Pertains to Arabia
Hydrocarbon in petroleum
Diary

7 Verb
8 Stop; wait
9 Tomato condiment (variant)
10 Utah Indian
20 Have supper
11 Each
22 Warn
16 Oat or wheat 23 Head of country
18 Ready
25 Children's game
27 Prize
28 Make happy
30 Speck
32 Even
36 It is (poetic)
38 Lesser (law)
41 Mar
43 Numbers (abbr.)
45 Congressional group
47 Dangerous group
49 Stand (past tense)
52 Fine
54 Pimples
55 Every
56 Fish eggs
57 Vehicle
59 At once
60 Direction (abbr)
63 Negative answer

62 Rule
64 2,000 pounds
65 Confederate general
66 Eat away
67 Female sheep

Tuesday

Special
$2.50
only

Management Inc.

m

C from <3.30sT» - Tl»ro
A\
2 eog«.

\ I I 2 bacon or 2 sausages,
'2 pancakes or toast, and
homelrles or
coffee

Stop by the office at

1045 N. Main St.
for complete listing or

Call 353-5800
http://www.wcnet.org/-mecca/

1021 S. MamSl -352-0123
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1 lower duplex.
Vacant now.
352-5822

Management Inc.

Willow House Aptj.
830 Fourth St
1 BdrmsJAir Condition
Garbage Disposal/ Dishwasher
Starts at $400 . Elec & Gas

Pi

v

Scottish cap
Japanese sash
Soft
Sing alone
Wins
Undoing (prefix)

For Rent

Blue House (The Jungle)
120 MN. Prospect

2 Bdrms

lHf'

1
2
3
4
5
6

ACROSS

Rowe couch w/pillows.
Floral print. Good condition.
$50 OBO 354-2083

Close to Downtown and College
Starts at S675/MO+ Utilities

M

' " - " ■"

Queen pillow top mattress set.
New in plastic. Full warranty. Retail
$799. Sell $199. Can deliver.
Call 419-392-7465.

Helnzslte Apt
710 N. Enterprise St.
1 Bdrms/A/C
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Starts at $410 + Utilities

1

r

M

Full size pillow top mattress. New in
plastic. Retail $599. Sell $179 Can
deliver. Call 419-392-7465.

Hlllsdile Apt. 1082Fairview
1 & 2 Bdrms./ 3Bdrm Twnh
Dishwasher/A/C/Garbage Olsp
Starts at $390 ♦ Utilities Call 353-5800

i
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For Sale

Management Inc.

■

„
" I
H
M

Want men willing to learn & work on
wood floors including gym floors
Starting when school is out for the
summer until the middle of August.
Work consists of operating equipment, including floor buffers & floor
sanding machines Also, measuring,
laying out and painting game lines &
art work and applying gym floor finish. We will thoroughly train you m
all phases of the work.
Job pays $8.00 per hour. You can
expect between 40-50 hours per
week. Hours can be flexible.
Must be punctual and reliable Awilling to accept responsibility. Please
contact Bob Koch 419-385-5814 or
fax resume to 419-385-6483..

Call 353-5800

til ■«

•

Comedy Night

Upstairs at:

534 A S. College-3 BR Duplex, 1 1/2
Baths, AC. Avail May 25. S825/mo.
534 B S. College-3BR Duplex, 1 1/2,
Baths.AC. Avail. May 25. $825, mo
201 Georgia-2 BR House, basement, washer/dryer. Avail. August
21 $625/mo.
316 Ridge Front-Large 2 BR Duplex.
Avail. May 30. $700/mo.
316 Ridge Rear-1 BR Duplex Avail
May 17. $375/mo.
217 S. College-3 BR House. Avail.
May21.$675/mo.
730 Elm-2 BR House. Avail Aug. 1.
$550/mo.
734 Elm-Urge 2 BR, 2 Bath House.
Avail. August 21. $750/mo.
At all properties, tenants pay utilities, parental guarantees, security
deposit equal to one month's rent.
Rent collected quarterly. Locally
owned and managed Please call
EyeCon Enterprises, Ltd. at (419)
354-4426.

S5 Cover

Open Mic Night
18 & Over No Cover Charge
104 S. Main • 353-0988
18 & Over

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

2 SuWeasers needed.
Furnished, 2 bed, 1 bath.
Anne 352-6322.

"Apts & rms. avail., 1. 2, & 3 bdrm.
Quiet area for collegiate study, new
carpet, indiv. lease offered Located
300 block E. Merry Rm avail, now,
listing loc. 24-7 8 316 E Merry «3,
419-353-0325.9-7.

Houses 4 Apts for 2002-03 school
year. 12 mo leases only-starting
May 18, 2002.
322 E Court- 1bdrm-$395 mclud. util
415 E Court KC-2 Br.-$520 +util.
609 5th St., 3 bdrm., $915 + util.
230 N. Enterprise-1 Br.-$365 *util
424 1/2 S. Summit-Etfic -S265 -util
Steve Smith 419-352-8917 or
419-308-2710.

1, 2 & 3 Bedroom Apartments
9& 12 month leases
352-7454
2 efficiencies.
Vacant now.
352-5822

3 Bedroom apartment for rent MayAugust 2002. 216 1/2 Manville. Will
take best offer. 353-1996

2002-03 1 & 2 bdrm at Georgetown
Manor, 800 Third St. Free heat.
water, ♦ sewer. 1 and 3 bdrm at
616 2nd St Call 419-354-9740
for more info

"Last large house available. Close
to campus, very quiet area, 2 kit.,
450 s.l. liv area, laundry rm , plenty
of parking, & more. Loc. 211 E.
Reed. Normally 5-6 studts
Call 419-353-0325

mtrotxtmmv

Apt. 3 bdrms.
Available now through May 15.

352-5822.
Close to school. 3 bdrm, 1 bath.
Newly remodeled. Privacy sensitive
backyard $900/mo. & $900 deposit.
Open Aug 1 - one year lease. Call
Phil @ 419-474-5344 exl 27
GRAD STUDENTS"!
Sublease an efficiency May-Aug 02
or stay until Aug 03. $285+uM
326 N. Main *8 Call 353-0487 Now!

SPfMJVG ffBEAK
Best Airlines

ftarims

CM

SSSa

Best Prices & Best Parties
Cancun Acapulco. Italian
i Jamaica Bahamas <
' Florida. Soutfi Padre Island'

1800SURFSUP
mstudentexpresscOT

.^L. m
^^ Close to
Campus
■ MAX bSASES
239 S. College
239 ITIenville
hSASSS.
1318 f. Woostrr
241 manuille

BAVCTJST

Rates
starting at
$325/person

nly 4 Full
Apts. still
available!

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT

BFROBOSE RENTALS
419-352-9392

Individual
Leases
♦ Apartment Features ♦

♦ Community Features ♦

♦ Patios or balconies w/ french doors

♦ Sand volleyball & basketball court
♦ FREE Roommate Matching
♦ Game room with pool table
♦ 24 hr. Cardiovascular fitness center
♦ Resort style pool with hot tub

♦ FreeW/D in every apartment
♦ Calling fans In every bedroom
♦ Furnishad units available
♦ Microwaves included

Cameroon!,
Computer La
Fitness
Center

BGSU
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706 Napoleon
Bowling Green, OH

I
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www.suhenclave.com

Open 7 Days a Week

t

1

NapoUonW
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0J

0 Sterling

i ft

y » 1 University

^Enclave
70S KapoMon MM

353-5100

601 V* St™.
I Bdm Fum
12 month haat $365J375/month
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£j SUPER SPECIALS!'
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An SUH» Community SUM" is a trademark of SUH, Inc.

701 7.h St.
On* of BC'l moll attractive Bldgi'
Qukt lll.lg
2 Bdrm Unfam
Upd.tad klKh.nl W dl.hwa.h.n
Shuitlr itop on property

Includes Airf.tr.->, 7 Nights Hotel.
FREE parties, drinks & activities.
Over 1 5 years exponent,1!

Sun Splash Tours
1.800.426.7710
www.sun5plasht0urs.com

